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Terms and Abbreviations

Term, abbreviation Explanation
ICM A motor operated valve. Usually a number follows which

specifies various sizes of the valve. [Danfoss, 2021]
DAQ Data acquisition [National Instruments, 2021]
ICAD Motor that rotate the spindle in the ICM valve. [Danfoss,

2021]
DFMEA Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis. [Quality-One,

2020a]
PFD Process flow diagram

PFMEA Process Failure Mode and Effects Analysis. [Quality-One,
2020b]

RPN Risk Priority Number. [Quality-One, 2020a]
R R is a statistical computing language. [R Core Team, 2021]

FEM Finite Element Method
Script A list of commands

Table 1: Terms and abbreviations.
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Introduction 1
Danfoss has received complaints on the ICM150 valve. This is due to a PEEK nut inside
of the valve, where the thread is torn out. A photo of the valve can be found in figure
1.1b, and a cross-section of the valve with various annotated components can be found in
figure 1.1a.

(a) CAD cross section of ICM 150 valve.
(b) ICM 150 valve with ICAD
motor on top. [Danfoss, 2021]

Figure 1.1

It has been attempted to replace the PEEK nut with a stronger cast-iron nut, and this
nut has been tested in field tests on industrial applications. When the cast iron nut was
introduced the spindle inside the valve was bent during field testing. When this happens
the ICAD motor can not turn the spindle and the valve is out of service until a repair has
been made. It is assumed that a sudden pressure surge in the valve is the cause for the
spindle bending and the thread tear-out.

Danfoss is interested in recreating the observed failure modes of the spindle and nut. This
is with the purpose of measuring the impact load required for the failure modes to occur,
and to subject improved designs to a similar load scenario.

A prestudy utilizing drop testing was conducted during an internship prior to this report.
This was done to confirm that the failure modes can be recreated using impact loading.
Selected results from the prestudy are displayed in figure 1.2.
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Daniel Hessellund Johansen 1. Introduction

(a) Undamaged PEEK nut on
spindle. (b) PEEK nut, tearout.

(c) Cast iron nut, spindle
beginning fracture.

Figure 1.2: Selected results from the prestudy. [Johansen, 2021].

The prestudy was performed using a wooden pallet placed on the floor and a sewage pipe
to lead a metal block down onto the ICM150 valve parts. This test setup was associated
with a range of uncertainties, which were described in the test report for the prestudy. For
example the position of the valve parts on the pallet would change the stiffness of the test
setup. [Johansen, 2021]

As the prestudy successfully recreated the failure modes for the spindle and nut, it was
decided to move ahead with a drop test and build new drop test equipment. This leads to
the following problem definition.

How can a drop test be constructed so sudden force loads capable of
damaging spindle or nut in the ICM150 valve, can be measured with
repeatability sufficient for use in model creation focused on further

product development?

Scope

The report will focus on the development of a prototype for new drop test equipment.
This includes overall concept development, concept implementation, structural analysis
of selected components and initial testing of the equipment. CE compliance will not be
achieved in this report. Lifecycle analysis is not performed, and is not taken into account
in the design of the prototype.

The drop test equipment will not be designed to apply the same amount of energy as
in figure 1.2c from the prestudy. Instead 221J is chosen as the maximum potential
energy released on the valve parts, when using the drop test equipment. In addition
the equipment must be capable of applying a load that does not damage the PEEK nut,
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which in the prestudy was achieved releasing a potential energy of 13J. Therefore the drop
test equipment must also be able to release a potential energy of 13J or lower. Hereby the
drop test equipment must be able to adjust the released potential energy between 13J and
221J, which is indicated by the blue line in figure 1.3.

Energy [J]

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

l l

PEEK nut, not damaged
Cast iron nut, spindle permanent bend
PEEK nut, tearout
Cast iron nut, spindle beginning fracture
Required range

Figure 1.3: Potential energy released on valve parts in prestudy. [Johansen, 2021] Only
selected measurements are included. The figure has been generated using R [R Core Team,
2021]. The R script can be found in appendix H.

In this report the maximum potential energy is used for theoretical analysis. Although in
the built prototype the maximum potential energy is not implemented, but the equipment
is prepared for adding additional weight-blocks.

In the next chapter, it is examined how the drop test equipment can be built, and an
overall concept for the test equipment is made.
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Concept Development 2
Development of the equipment will be performed in several steps. First, some overall
functions are made, and sub-solutions are generated for each function. To evaluate these
sub-solutions, three relative assessment criteria are made, which are found in table 2.1.
These steps are summarized in the list below.

2.1 Functions

To develop a concept for the test equipment, a list of the equipment’s overall functions is
made. A list of specified functions can be found in table 2.2. In addition to the functions,
requirements have also been stated for each function. These functions and requirements
can also be found in the DFMEA in appendix C.

In the following subsections, solutions will be described for every function. To choose
between different solutions, a list of relative assessment criteria are made and can be found
in table 2.1. The relative assessment criteria are also rated with a relative importance
factor.

Relative assesement criteria Importance factor Description
Time to completion 0,1 Expected time until

tests can be performed.
Price 0,3 Expected cost.
Output quality 0,6 Expected repeatability

and accuracy.

Table 2.1: Relative assessment criteria
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2.1. Functions Aalborg University

Function Requirements Description
Hold and release
mass

Hold a mass in a height storing
221J potential energy, while hold-
ing the mass still within 1mm.

The dropped mass needs to be
held in place before release, and
a release mechanism must be in
place.

Release mechanism shall ensure
the mass is in free fall within 10s
from initiation.

Lift mass Lift a mass, to a height to store
221J in potential energy.

The mass must be lifted to a
certain height in able for it to be
dropped.

Measure height of
mass before drop
initiation

Minimum 68% of measured
heights before drop initiation,
must be within ±1% of the
maximum drop height, from the
average

The dropped mass must be lifted
to a controlled height before re-
lease.

Fix weight in hor-
izontal direction

The mass hit within a circle
of radius 2mm, centered on the
main piston.

The dropped mass must be fixed
in the horizontal plane, to pre-
vent the mass from falling side-
ways colliding with unwanted ob-
jects.

The fixation ensures the mass
falls vertically within ±5 degree.

Fixate valve Top of valve center must hit the
dropped mass within a circle of
radius 2mm.

The valve must be fixed so the
point of collision can be repeated

Withstand impact force of 22.5kg
from 1m height
Vertical centerline of valve be
parallel with the linear shafts
within ±3 degree

Measure force on
impact load

Minimum 68% of the impact
force measurements must be
within ±10% from the average.

Ways to measure and calculate
the impact force or energy

Minimum 68% of the height mea-
surements after impact must be
within±0.5mm from the average.

Drop mass with
low friction

Minimum 68% of the mea-
sured accelerations during free
fall must be 9.82m

s2
± 10%

A low friction while dropping
the mass is desired, so fewer
forces affect results compared to
idealized theoretical analysis.

Measure moment
on spindle

Minimum 68% of measured mo-
ments for undamaged spindle
must be within ±10% from av-
erage.

To evaluate whether the spindle
is obstructed, the moment on the
spindle must be measured.

Table 2.2: Functions and requirements to be addressed by the test equipment. These
functions and requirements are also included in the DFMEA in appendix C.
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Hold and release mass

For holding and releasing the mass, 4 subsolutions have been generated. To choose which
one to use, a method inspired by Pugh’s scoring matrix is utilized. The scoring matrix for
this function can be found in table 2.3. A figure showing the different solutions can be
found in figure 2.1.

(a) Fixed on weight (b) Magnetic (c) Manual pullout (d) Electric pullout

Figure 2.1: Solutions for fixing the weight in horizontal direction.

Hold and release mass Time to completion Price Output quality Scaled SUM
Pin electronic pull out ref ref ref ref
Magnetic -1 -1 0 -0,4
Fixed on weight 1 1 -1 -0,2
Pin manual pull out 1 1 -1 -0,2

Table 2.3: A table including relative evaluations for several solutions for holding and
releasing a mass. The method is inspired by Pugh’s matrix [Lunau et al., 2013]

A reference solution is chosen and marked as ’ref’. All other solutions are then rated to
be better (1), worse (-1), or as good (0) as the reference. This assessment is made for
every assessment criteria. A scaled score is then obtained by multiplying every relative
assessment criteria by its importance factor from table 2.1, and taking the sum of these
scaled values. This principle is indicated in equation 2.1.∑

’Rating’ · ’Importance Factor’ = ’Scaled Sum’(2.1)

The scaled sum is then used as guidance as to what is the best solution. In the case of
holding and releasing the mass, the electronic pull-out is chosen from table 2.3.

Fix weight in horizontal direction

For fixing the dropped weight in the horizontal direction, 3 different solutions have been
generated, as displayed in figure 2.2. These are evaluated in table 2.4.

(a) Tube (b) 1 vertical bar (c) 2 vertical bars

Figure 2.2: Several solutions for fixing the weight in horizontal direction.
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2.1. Functions Aalborg University

Fix weight in horizontal
direction

Time to
completion

Price Output quality Scaled
SUM

2 vertical bars ref ref ref ref
Tube 1 1 -1 -0,2
1 vertical bar 0 1 -1 -0,3

Table 2.4: Relative assessments comparing various conceptual solutions for fixing the
weight in horizontal direction.

It is assumed that the 2 vertical bars will give the highest quality because the mass cannot
rotate about a vertical axis. Since the output quality has a significantly higher importance
factor, the 2 vertical bars have the highest scaled sum. Therefore 2 vertical bars are utilized
on the test machine.

Lift mass

The mass must be lifted in order to be dropped. Several solutions have been generated
and are evaluated in table 2.5. The generated solutions can be found in figure 2.3.

(a) Wire on pulleys (b) Chain (c) Threaded rod (d) Manual lift

Figure 2.3: Several solutions for lifting the mass in vertical direction.

Lift mass Time to completion Price Output quality Scaled SUM
Wire on pulleys ref ref ref ref
Chain -1 -1 0 -0,4
Threaded rod 0 -1 0 -0,3
Manual lift 1 1 0 0,4

Table 2.5: Relative assessments comparing various conceptual solutions for lifting the mass.

The output quality is not affected by how the mass is lifted. By having a person lifting the
mass manually, cost and time are reduced for implementation since fewer components need
to be added. Therefore manual lift achieves the highest scaled sum. Nevertheless, lifting
the mass manually on the test machine introduces ergonomic issues. Therefore another
solution is chosen. Except for the manual lift, the wire on pulleys is the cheapest option,
and also it is expected to be the easiest and fastest to implement in the machine. Therefore
the wire on pulleys receives the highest scaled sum and is chosen for the drop test machine.

Fixate valve

The selected valve parts must be fixed relative to the dropped mass to control where the
mass hits the valve parts. The machine can be built using a plate with legs so the top cover
of the ICM150 valve can be mounted using bolts as on the complete valve. Alternatively,
the top cover can be placed directly on a surface. The output quality will increase if the
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top cover is fixed using its bolt holes. Because the quality of the measurements has a
significantly higher importance factor, this solution also receives the highest scaled sum.
Therefore the valve parts are fixed using a plate with legs. The evaluation can be found
in table 2.6. Furthermore, the legs are advantageous since the moment on the spindle can
be measured under the valve parts using a torque-meter, as described in section 2.1.

The generated solutions can be found in figure 2.4.

(a) Lay directly on plate (b) Plate with legs

Figure 2.4: Several solutions for fixing the valve parts.

Fixate valve Time to completion Price Output quality Scaled SUM
Plate with legs ref ref ref ref
Lay directly on plate 1 1 -1 -0,2

Table 2.6: Relative assessments comparing various conceptual solutions for fixating the
valve parts.

Measure height of mass before drop initiation

The test machine must be capable of repeating the height from which the mass is dropped.
This can be achieved by a laser, a tape measure, or marking positions on the test equipment.
The laser is expected to give the highest quality, and therefore also receives the highest
scaled score.

A figure of the generated solutions can be found on figure 2.5, and a table including the
various solutions can be found in table 2.7.

(a) Laser (b) Tape measure (c) Markings on equipment

Figure 2.5: Several solutions for measuring the height of the mass before the mass is
dropped.
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Measure height of mass before
drop initiation

Time to
completion

Price Output quality Scaled
SUM

Laser ref ref ref 0
Markings on equipment 0 1 -1 -0,3
Tape measure 1 1 -1 -0,2

Table 2.7: Relative assessments comparing various conceptual solutions for measuring the
height of mass before drop.

Measure force on impact load

To measure the force several options are available. The acceleration of the dropped mass
can be measured, and Newton’s second law can be utilized to find the force on the impact
load. Several sensors can be used to find the acceleration, including a laser, accelerometer,
or a high-speed camera. A fundamentally different method for finding the force is by
using a strain gauge. Here the strain can be measured on a known piece of metal like the
machine legs, and the force can be calculated from a known geometry and material. This
is equivalent to using a scale underneath the valve parts. The Pugh-matrix for evaluating
these methods can be found in table 2.8.

Measure force on impact load Time to
completion

Price Output quality Scaled
SUM

Laser ref ref ref ref
Accelerometer 0 0 1 0,6
Strain gauge -1 -1 1 0,2
Camera 1 0 -1 -0,5

Table 2.8: Relative assessments comparing various conceptual solutions for measuring the
acceleration of the dropped mass.

Although the laser did not receive the highest scaled sum, it is readily available internally in
Danfoss, and therefore the laser is utilized. It is preferred to use more than one measuring
technique to compare results. Therefore an accelerometer is also chosen.

Measure moment on spindle

The moment on the spindle must be measured to evaluate whether the ICAD motor would
be able to turn the spindle and thereby evaluate whether the spindle is obstructed. For
this task, a torque meter is available internally in Danfoss. Nevertheless, how this torque
meter is applied can differ. Either it can be measured directly below the valve parts after
the drop has occurred, or the valve parts can be tilted at an angle so the torque meter
can be applied. This is illustrated in figure 2.6. By tilting the valve parts, there is a risk
of changing the characteristics of the valve parts. Therefore a higher output quality can
be expected when the moment is measured directly underneath the valve parts after the
drop has occurred. Therefore this solution receives the highest scaled sum, and therefore
this solution is chosen.

Pugh’s matrix for this function can be found in table 2.9.

9
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(a) Measure below top cover (b) Tilt valve parts

Figure 2.6: Several solutions for measuring the height of the mass before the mass is
dropped.

Measure moment on spindle Time to
completion

Price Output quality Scaled
SUM

Measure below top cover ref ref ref ref
Tilt valve parts 1 1 -1 -0,2

Table 2.9: Relative assessments comparing various conceptual solutions for measuring the
moment on the spindle.

Drop mass with low friction

There are several ways to enable low friction when the mass is dropped while the mass is
still fixed horizontally. Here both linear bushings and ball bearings are considered. Pugh’s
matrix for ball bearings compared to bushings can be found in table 2.10.

Drop mass with low friction Time to
completion

Price Output quality Scaled
SUM

Ball bearing ref ref ref ref
Bushing 0 1 -1 -0,3

Table 2.10: Relative assessments comparing various conceptual solutions for dropping the
mass with low friction while the mass is still fixed in horizontal direction.

Ball bearings generally result in lower dynamic friction than bushings. [Saint-Gobain,
2021] Therefore ball bearings are chosen.

2.2 Overview of Chosen Conceptual Solutions

Throughout this chapter various conceptual solutions have been chosen to address the
specified functions from table 2.2. An overview of the conceptual solutions chosen for each
function can be found in table 2.11.

Function Chosen solution
Hold and release mass Pin electronic pullout
Fix weight in horizontal direction 2 vertical bars
Lift mass Wire on pulleys
Fixate valve Plate with legs
Measure height of mass before drop initiation Laser
Measure force on impact load Laser and accelerometer
Measure moment on spindle Measure below top cover
Drop mass with low friction Ball bearings

Table 2.11: Chosen conceptual solutions.

10



Concept Implementation 3
In chapter 2 the overall concept for the drop test machine system was covered. Here it
was decided to use a laser and an accelerometer to find the acceleration and then calculate
the force on impact using Newton’s second law. The system required to perform those
measurements are referred to as the measuring equipment, and is described further in
section B.5 appendix B.

In chapter 2, linear ball bearings were chosen to drop the mass in a controlled manner
with low friction. This is implemented by arranging two linear shafts with two sliders
containing linear ball bearings. These sliders are referred to as the top and bottom slider.
The bottom slider function as the mass to be dropped, and the upper slider contains the
pullout mechanism. The sliders can then be lifted using a hand crank connected to the top
slider. These components enabling the motion of the sliders are referred to as the motion
system. Figure 3.1b displays the motion system.

(a) Frame structure (b) Motion system

Figure 3.1: Frame structure and motion system. Assembly drawings can be found in
appendix F.

The motion system is held in place by the frame structure. The frame structure, observed
in figure 3.1a, also includes machine legs which are implemented so the moment can be
measured beneath the top cover. The valve parts used in the test setup are referred to as
the valve parts system. An exploded view of the valve parts can be found in figure 3.2 in
appendix B, a complete assembly drawing of the valve parts can be found in appendix F.
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Daniel Hessellund Johansen 3. Concept Implementation

Figure 3.2: Exploded view of valve parts used in the test. Central components have been
annotated.

In chapter 2 it was also decided to use an electronic pullout solution to initiate free fall of
the dropped mass. This is implemented as a linear actuator activated from the push of a
button. The electronic system controlling the linear actuator is referred to as the electric
control system. A conceptual diagram of the electric control system can be found in figure
3.3. The electric control system is described in more detail in section B.4 appendix B. A
cross section of the test equipment with the valve parts installed can be found in figure
3.4.

M

Arduino

+ 12V

Vin
Pin 7GND

GND

Door switch

Power supply

Pin 4

Actuator

Switch relay

Shaft button

Release button

Pin 3

Pin 2

Figure 3.3: Conceptual diagram of the electric control system. The code controlling the
Arduino can be found in appendix G.
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Figure 3.4: Valve parts installed on test equipment

This adds up to 5 subsystems of the drop test equipment. These are displayed in figure
3.5, and all the subsystems are described in greater detail in appendix B.

Drop test equipment

Measuring equipment Valve parts Frame structure Motion system Electric control system

Figure 3.5: System overview.

In order to detect potential failure modes and establish ways to prevent and detect various
risks, a DFMEA is performed throughout the design process. A range of actions are
taken in order to lower risks that are found during DFMEA. This includes implementing
mechanical safety shielding on the equipment, which is described in more detail in section
B.2 in appendix B. The full DFMEA can be found in appendix C.
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Structural Analysis 4
In this chapter structural analysis will be performed for selected components on the test
equipment.

First, a dynamic spring model is used to estimate the dynamic load on impact and the
required sample time. The dynamic load found is then utilized in structural analysis on
parts subjected to the impact load. Other parts are analyzed for static loading from the
gravitational force from the mass of the bottom slider.

4.1 Applied Force Model

In this section, a theoretically expected maximum force will be estimated. In the prestudy
of the drop test, the maximal force on the valve parts was estimated using an energy
conservation principle. [Johansen, 2021]

Although in this report not only the maximum force is required but also the duration of
the impact. This is necessary to estimate the required sampling frequency for measuring
equipment. Therefore a method based on Newton’s second law is utilized. Also,
conservation of momentum will be taken into account, and the teflon seat is taken into
account when estimating the stiffness.

The position of the spindle and teflon seat is found in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The spindle and teflon seat are modelled as springs in series, and are marked
pink on this figure.
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4.1. Applied Force Model Aalborg University

A list of nomenclature can be found in table 4.1.

Description Symbol Value
Time dependent position before impact yb(t)

Time dependent position after impact ya(t)

Laplace transform of the position after
impact

Y (s)

Gravity Fg
Spring force Fsp
Maximum spring force Fspmax
Time in free fall before impact ti
The height from which the lower slider is
dropped. See figure 4.2a

hdrop 1m

The allowable mass of the lower slider. mdrop 22.5kg
The mass of the main piston mmp 5.4kg
The total mass of main piston and
dropped mass

mtot mdrop +mmp

Gravitational acceleration g 9.82m
s2

Momentum of dropped mass before impact pdb
Momentum of main piston before impact pmb 0 kg·m

s
Momentum of dropped mass after impact pda
Momentum of main piston after impact pma
Stiffness of spindle kspindle
Cross sectional area of spindle Aspindle
Radius of spindle, inner thread. rspindle 0.00275m
Height of spindle Lspindle 0.0924m
Modulus of elasticity of spindle [Matweb,
1998]

Espindle 200GPa

Stiffness of teflon seat kteflon
Cross sectional area of teflon seat Ateflon
Height of teflon seat Lteflon 2.5mm
Outer radius of teflon seat rt1 12mm
Inner radius of teflon seat rt2 7mm
Modulus of elasticity of teflon [DMH,
2020]

Eteflon 540MPa

Table 4.1: Nomenclature for section 4.1.

The model will be divided into two parts. One where the mass is in free fall, and the
second one where the mass has hit the valve parts. This is illustrated in figure 4.2.

15
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mmp

mdrop

Fg

y(t)
b

hdrop

(a) Mass in free fall.

mmp

mdrop

Fg

Fsp

y(t)
a

(b) After impact.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the 1D spring model.

The valve parts are idealized as a 1D linear spring-mass system, and damping is neglected
in the model. It is recognized that neglecting damping is a significant idealization, and
as no damping is present in the model, the real impact force may be lower than the one
found in this section. However this is accepted, and the model is viewed as a worst-case
scenario.

First, an equation to describe the bottom slider’s motion in free fall is developed.

Mass in free fall

Newton’s second law is utilized in equation 4.1. As damping is neglected, the only force
acting on the bottom slider in free fall is gravity, which implies that the acceleration of
the mass is the gravitational acceleration, as shown in equation 4.2.

∑
F = mdrop · ÿb(t)(4.1)

=⇒ −g = ÿb(t)(4.2)

To describe the velocity ẏb(t) of the falling mass, the acceleration is integrated in equation
4.3. ∫

ÿb(t) dt = −g · t+ c1 = ẏb(t)(4.3)

Initial conditions are then used to find c1 in equation 4.5. The initial conditions are chosen,
so the impact happens at the time 0, and the bottom slider is released to free fall at the
time ti. The initial conditions can be found in table 4.2.

Initial conition Value
yb(0) 0m
yb(ti) hdrop
ẏb(ti) 0 m

s

Table 4.2: Table consisting of inital conditions.

ẏb(ti) = −g · ti + c1 = 0(4.4)

=⇒ c1 = g · ti(4.5)
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In equation 4.6 the velocity is then integrated to find the position yb(t).

∫
ẏb(t) dt = yb(t) = −

1

2
· g · t2 + g · ti · t+ c2(4.6)

As the condition yb(0) = 0 is known it implies that c2 = 0.

To find ti the inital condition yb(ti) = hdrop is utilized in equation 4.7.

yb(ti) = −
1

2
· g · t2i + g · t2i = hdrop ⇔ ti =

√
2 · hdrop

g
(4.7)

As a square root describes ti, ti can assume both a positive and a negative value. Here
the negative result is chosen, as the drop is initiated before the slider hits the valve parts
at t=0.

Conservation of momentum

The bottom slider falls and has a certain velocity when it hit the valve parts, although the
valve parts have no velocity. Here an inelastic collision is assumed, where the main piston
and the bottom slider move at equal velocity after impact.

To find the common velocity ẏa after the impact, conservation of momentum is utilized in
equation 4.8. [Nave, 2021]

pdb + pmb = pda + pma(4.8)

The momentum of the main piston before impact pmb is 0, as the main piston is stationary
before impact. The velocity after the impact of the main piston and the dropped mass is
assumed to be equal, which implies the result in equation 4.10.

=⇒ mdrop · ẏb(0) + 0 = ẏa(0) · (mdrop +mmp)(4.9)

⇔ mdrop

(mdrop +mmp)
· ẏb(0) = ẏa(0)(4.10)

The resulting velocity ẏa(0) is used as an inital condition in equation 4.27.
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After impact

The scenario after impact is displayed in figure 4.2b. In equation 4.11, Newton’s second
law is utilized to describe the motion of the bottom slider after it hits the valve parts.∑

F = mtot · ÿa(t)(4.11)

=⇒ −Fsp − Fg = mtot · ÿa(t)(4.12)

=⇒ −k · ya(t)−mtot · g = mtot · ÿa(t)(4.13)

⇔ −mtot · ÿa(t)− k · ya(t)−mtot · g = 0(4.14)

⇔ −1 · ÿa(t)−
k

mtot
· ya(t)− g = 0(4.15)

The stiffness of the 1D spring system is found in equation 4.16 and 4.17 as a combination
of the spindle and the teflon seat as springs in series.

1

keq
=

1

kteflon
+

1

kspindle
(4.16)

⇔ keq =
1

1
kteflon

+ 1
kspindle

(4.17)

An image of the teflon seat can be found in figure 4.3.

(a) Teflon seat installed on pilot piston. (b) Teflon seat.

Figure 4.3

The stiffness of the teflon seat kteflon and the spindle kspindle is found by equation 4.18
and 4.19. [Rao, 2018]

kteflon =
Eteflon ·Ateflon

Lteflon
=
Eteflon · (π · (r21t − r22t))

Lteflon
(4.18)

kspindle =
Espindle ·Aspindle

Lspindle
=
Espindle · π · r2spindle

Lspindle
(4.19)

The differential equation in equation 4.15 can be solved using Laplace transformations.
Before the Laplace transform is performed, a few constants are implemented, as defined
in equation 4.20 and 4.21.

b2 = −1(4.20)

b0 = −
keq
mtot

(4.21)
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The Laplace transform of equation 4.15 is then found in equation 4.22.

b2 · (s2 · Y (s)− s · ya(0)− ẏa(0)) + b0 · Y (s)− g

s
= 0(4.22)

Y(s) is then isolated in equation 4.25.

b2 · s2 · Y (s) + b0 · Y (s) = b2 · s · ya(0) + b2 · ẏa(0) +
g

s
(4.23)

⇔ Y (s) · (b2 · s2 + b0) = b2 · s · ya(0) + b2 · ẏa(0) +
g

s
(4.24)

⇔ Y (s) =
b2 · s · ya(0) + b2 · ẏa(0) + g

s

b2 · s2 + b0
(4.25)

The expression for Y(s) can then be rewritten in equation 4.26 to resemble standard Laplace
transforms.

Y (s) = ya(0) ·
s

s2 +
√

b0
b2

2 +
ẏa(0)√

b0
b2

·

√
b0
b2

s2 +
√

b0
b2

2 +
g

b2 · 2 ·
√

b0
b2·4

2 ·
2 ·

√
b0
b2·4

2

s · (s2 + 4 ·
√

b0
b2·4

2

)

(4.26)

The inverse Laplace transform is then taken in equation 4.27.

ya(t) = ya(0) · cos(
√
b0
b2
· t) + ẏa(0)√

b0
b2

· sin(
√
b0
b2
· t) + g

2 · b2 ·
√

b0
4·b2

2 · sin2(
√

b0
4 · b2

· t)

(4.27)

The inital condition ya(0) = 0, as the impact is defined to happen at t=0.

ẏa(0) is found by conservation of momentum from equation 4.10.

As the position ya(t) is known from equation 4.27, the acceleration ÿa(t) is isolated in
equation 4.15 which results in equation 4.28. Graphs displaying the resulting position and
acceleration after impact can be found in figure 4.4.

ÿa(t) = −
keq
mtot

· ya(t)− g(4.28)
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical position and acceleration of dropped mass, based on 1D mass
spring system.

The force on the valve parts can be found as the spring force Fsp from equation 4.12. The
spring force is isolated in equation 4.29.

Fsp = −Fg −mtot · ÿa(t)(4.29)

⇔ Fsp = mtot(−g − ÿa(t))(4.30)

From equation 4.29 the maximum spring force can be found to be Fspmax = 97kN. It is
evident that this is a strong idealization of the scenario, as the model will break down
when the spindle does not behave linear, and as no damping has been implemented, and
as the wave spring in the valve parts has been neglected.

This force will be used for the analysis of selected components subjected to the impact
load.

According to the Shannon-Nyquist theorem, the sampling frequency must be at
least double the frequency of the phenomenon being measured to avoid aliasing.
[Mahdi Khosravy, 2020]

In figure 4.4a the period of the position ya(t) is found to be 6ms, equivalent to roughly
167Hz. Therefore the sampling frequency should be higher than 334Hz, according to the
Shannon-Nyquist criteria. Both the laser and accelerometer described in section B.5 are
capable of sampling higher than this and therefore satisfying the Shannon-Nyquist criteria.

The Shannon-Nyquist criteria may not be an ideal way of evaluating the required sampling
rate for an impact test, as the impact-signal does not repeat itself in reality. Although not
ideal, in section 5.2 it is attempted to measure the acceleration on impact using a laser
with a sampling frequency of 400Hz. Whether the laser is sufficient is discussed further in
chapter 6.
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4.2. Simulation of Fixture Plate Aalborg University

4.2 Simulation of Fixture Plate

To estimate whether the fixture plate will sustain the loads, a static FEM simulation is
made based on the maximal dynamic load from equation 4.29. The force is applied on
the top face of the plate where the top cover of the valve will be located. As indicated in
figure 4.5b.

The plate is fixated in areas representing where the machine legs and mounting brackets are
located, as indicated in figure 4.5a. Solid tetrahedral elements are used for the simulation.

(a) Fixed geometry, from machine legs and
brackets. (b) Area where the force is applied.

Figure 4.5

Using these approximate constraints and forces, the displacements and von mises stress is
found in figure 4.6.

(a) Displacements. The colorbar displays
the full range of displacements found in the
simulation.

(b) Von mises stress. The colorbar scale has
been modified to show a maximum value of
70MPa. So red areas can represent stresses
higher than 70MPa.

Figure 4.6: Results of the FEM simulation of the fixture plate.

Displacement was used as convergence criteria, and the convergence plot can be found
in figure 4.7 for both the displacement and the von mises stress. It is observed that the
von mises stress has not converged and reaches 686MPa. This stress appears as stress
concentrations in the vicinity of the fixed constraints, which can be observed in figure
4.8 where the color bar displays the maximum and minimum von mises stresses from the
simulation.
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(a) Displacement convergence (b) Von mises stress convergence

Figure 4.7: Convergence plots

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: Von mises stresses in fixture plate. Colorbar showing from minimum to
maximum von mises stress.

The stress concentrations are expected to be an artifact of the fixed constraints, which
defines the displacement at fixed nodes to be 0, as indicated in figure 4.9. In reality, this
may not be the case, as the brackets holding the plate may also deform slightly, which
may reduce the gradient of the displacement.

Therefore the stress concentration at the vicinity of the bracket fixture is neglected.
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Figure 4.9: Displacements from 0µm to 5µm

From figure 4.6b it can be seen that in most of the fixture plate the von mises stress are
below 42MPa. As the yield stress of the material used is 340MPa, which leaves a safety
factor of approximately 8. [Uddeholm, 2019]

This safety factor is justified as the simulation does not perfectly represent reality.

Further results from the analysis can be found in appendix N, where an auto-generated
report from the analysis can be found.

Fatigue of fixture plate

To examine how many hits the fixture plate can withstand, a fatigue analysis is carried
out. The load scenario is assumed to be fluctuating cyclic stresses, as indicated on figure
4.10b. Static loading from the gravity of the valve parts are neglected. It can be discussed
whether there is an actual stress concentration in the vicinity of some of the mounting
holes. However this is not examined in this report and the stress of 42MPa from the FEM
analysis is utilized. Nomenclature for this section can be found in table 4.3.
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Description Symbol Value
Mean stress σm 21MPa
Amplitude stress σa 21MPa
Ultimate tensile strength for UHB-11 [Uddeholm, 2019] Sut 640MPa
Yield strength for UHB-11 [Uddeholm, 2019] Sy 340MPa
Uncorrected endurance limit Se′

Corrected endurance limit Se
Load factor Cload
Size factor Csize
Surface factor Csurf
Temperature factor Ctemp
Reliability factor Creliab
Fatigue safety factor Nf

Table 4.3: Nomenclature for fixture plate structural analysis.

The corrected endurance limit Se is found by equation 4.31. [Norton, 2014]

Se = Se′ · Cload · Csize · Csurf · Ctemp · Creliab(4.31)

As the fixture plate is made of steel with a tensile stress below 1400MPa, the uncorrected
endurance limit can be found by equation 4.32. [Norton, 2014]

Se′ = 0.5 · Sut(4.32)

As the fixture plate is not subjected to pure axial loading the load factor Cload = 1.
[Norton, 2014]

The fixture plate’s width is larger than 250mm, and therefore the size factor is Csize = 0.7.

The surface factor Csurf can be found by equation 4.33. The fixture plate material has been
machined, and therefore A = 4.51 and b = −0.265, when using the unit MPa. [Norton,
2014]

Csurf ≈ A · (Sut)b(4.33)

The temperature factor Ctemp = 1 as the test equipment is expected to operate in room
temperature. Creliab = 0.814 with a reliability of 99%. [Norton, 2014]

Using these correction coefficients the endurance limit is found, and a Goodman diagram
is plotted and can be found in figure 4.10a.
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(b) Applied fatigue load on fixture plate.

Figure 4.10

As repeated cyclic stress is assumed the ration between σa and σm is constant. Therefore
a safety factor can be calculated by equation 4.34. [Norton, 2014]

Nf =
Se · Sut

σa · Sut + σm · Se
= 6(4.34)

The fatigue safety factor found is 6, and therefore the the fixture plate is expected to have
infinite lifetime.

4.3 Machine Legs Compression

To estimate whether the machine legs can carry the impact load, it is checked whether the
legs are subject to euler buckling.

The machine legs are 80x80mm aluminum profiles. The profiles are connected to the
fixture plate using brackets, although, in this analysis of the machine legs, the brackets
are neglected. An image of a machine leg with brackets can be found in figure 4.11.

Machine legBracket

Figure 4.11: Machine leg with brackets.

Nomenclature for this section can be found in table 4.4.
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Description Symbol Value
Radius of gyration for machine legs rgy
Moment of inertia for aluminium profiles
used for machine legs.

Ialu 188.31cm4

Moment of inertia for aluminium profile
used for machine legs. [Rollco, 2021a]

Ialu 188.31cm4

Cross section area of aluminium profile
used for machine legs. [Rollco, 2021a]

Aalu 30.24cm2

A constant dependent on the fixation type.
[Akin, 2009]

kbuck 0.25

Height of aluminium profiles for machine
legs

Lml 0.435m

Modulus of elasticity for aluminium pro-
files. [Paletti, 2020]

Ealu 70GPa

Yield stress for aluminium profile.
[Paletti, 2020]

σyalu 195 MPa

Applied compression stress in machine
legs.

σalu

Maximum expected spring force according
to section 4.1.

Fspmax 97 kN

Table 4.4: Nomenclature for machine legs compression.

To evaluate whether buckling occurs, the radius of gyration is found in equation 4.35.
[Akin, 2009]

rgy =

√
Ialu
Aalu

(4.35)

If the inequality in equation 4.36 is true, euler buckling is expected to occur, if the
compression load is sufficiently high. [Akin, 2009]

Lml
rgy

> (
π

kbuck
) ·

√
2 · Ealu

σyalu
(4.36)

=⇒ 35 ≯ 337(4.37)

From equation 4.37 it is concluded that buckling is not expected to be a failure mode for
the machine legs.

Therefore a simple equation for normal stress is utilized in equation 4.38 to estimate
whether the machine legs can withstand the expected impact loads. As the load Fspmax is
distributed over the 4 machine legs, the force is divided by 4, which is also implemented
in equation 4.38.

1

4
· Fspmax
Aalu

= σalu = 8MPa(4.38)

According to the principle in equation 4.48, this leaves a safety factor of 24, and therefore
the machine legs are not expected to fail as a result of the dynamic impact load from
section 4.1.
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4.4 Linear Shafts and Ball Bearings

Ideally, the mass only exerts a force in one dimension perfectly aligned with the linear
shafts. But in the real world, the valve parts and the linear shafts are not perfectly
aligned. This results in a horizontal force component, which the bearings and the shaft
must withstand. A simplified illustration of the tilted valve parts can be found in figure
4.12. According to the requirements found in table 2.2 in section 2.1, the linear shafts and
the valve parts are allowed to be within θ = ±3o of each other.

N

Fspmax

F

θ

Figure 4.12: Simplified illustration of tilted valve parts on impact.

The horizontal normal-force component can be estimated by equation 4.39.

|FNx| = sin(θ) · Fspmax(4.39)

The reaction moment in the linear ball bearings is neglected, and the problem is simplified
to a 1D problem, where the horizontal force component is shared amongst the two linear
ball bearings. The radial force applied to the linear ball bearing can therefore be estimated
as equation 4.40.

|FNx|
2

= |Fbearingload|(4.40)

Fbearingallow
Fbearingload

= 2(4.41)

The bearings SBE40UU are chosen. These bearings can withstand Fbearingallow=5840N
[Rollco, 2021b]. This leaves a safety factor of 2, as calculated in equation 4.41. Therefore
it is concluded that the chosen bearings can withstand the impact load.

4.5 Release Shaft Shear

The release shaft is holding the bottom slider. It is critical that the bottom slider is not
released by mistake or if parts holding it fails. Therefore a structural analysis of the release
shaft is performed. A technical drawing of the release shaft can be found in appendix F.
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Release shaft

Round thread top release

Top slider distance block

Figure 4.13: Release shaft, shearing scenario.

A nomenclature list for the release shaft can be found in table 4.5.

Description Symbol Value
Shear stress in release shaft τrshaft
The mass of the bottom slider. mdrop 22.5kg
Gravitational acceleration g 9.82m

s2
Gravitation force from bottom slider Fgd
Cross section area of the release shaft. Arshaft
Diameter of release shaft. drshaft 15mm
Normal yield stress for S235 σyS235 235MPa
Shear yield stress for S235 τyS235

Table 4.5: Nomenclature for release shaft.

The release shaft is assumed to be in pure shear. Therefore the shear stress in the release
shaft can be found by equation 4.42. The scenario is illustrated in figure 4.13.

τrshaft =
Fgd

Arshaft
=

mdrop · g
drshaft

2

4 · π
(4.42)

=⇒ τrshaft = 1.3MPa(4.43)

To compare the result in equation 4.42 to the shear yield stress, the normal yield stress is
converted to a shear yield stress by equation 4.44. [Norton, 2014]

τyS235 = 0.5 · σyS235 = 118MPa(4.44)

According to the principle of equation 4.48, this leaves a safety factor of 94, and therefore
static yield failure is not expected in the release shaft.

4.6 Round Thread Top Release

The round thread top release is a component that holds up the bottom slider. It is crucial
that the bottom slider does not fall unintended while an operator is replacing the valve
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parts, as this is of safety concern.

Therefore a structural analysis of the round thread top release is performed.

d phl

d phm

Lower inner thread

Neck

Figure 4.14: Symbolic diameters on cross section of round thread top release. The
associated technical drawing can be found in appendix F

Description Symbol Value
The mass of the bottom slider. mdrop 22.5kg
Gravitational acceleration g 9.82m

s2
Gravitation force from bottom slider Fgd
Cross section area of the neck on the round thread top release Aphl
Diameter of the neck on the round thread top release dphl 10mm
Radius of the neck on the round thread top release rphl

dphl
2

Yield stress σy
Applied stress σapplied
Yield stress of S355 [Eurocode Applied, 2021] σyS355 355MPa
Stripping shear area As
Major diamter for the M14 thread. [Norton, 2014] dphm 14mm
Pitch of M14 thread. [Norton, 2014] pph 2mm
Factor describing percentage of material pr. pitch. [Norton, 2014] wo 0.88mm
Hertzian contact stress [Krex, 2016] σH
Radius of release shaft. rrshaft 7.5mm
Length where release shaft support round thread top release. lrs 4mm
Modulus of elasticity for steel Esteel 210GPa

Table 4.6: Nomenclature for round thread top release structural analysis. Some diameters
are symbolically specified in figure 4.14.

To estimate whether the round thread top release can withstand the load Fgd, a simple
estimation in pure tension is made in equation 4.45 and 4.46. A list including the
nomenclature for this section can be found in table 4.6.

σ =
Fgd
Aphl

(4.45)

=⇒ σ =
mdrop · g
π · r2phl

= 2.7MPa(4.46)

The normal stress from this simple estimation is 2.7MPa and does not exceed the yield
stress of the material used. Therefore the round thread top release part does not fail in
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pure tension.

Furthermore, a FEM simulation is made using solid tetrahedral elements. The release
shaft is ejected into the side of the round thread top release. To simulate the narrow point
of contact, a line is used to apply a force, as illustrated in figure 4.15a. The size of the
gravitational force Fgd is used, which corresponds to 221N. Also, the thread bore is used
as a fixed constrain, as shown in figure 4.15b.

(a) Red line indicates where the force is
applied. (b) Fixed constraint

Figure 4.15

The von mises stresses arising from this simulation can be found in figure 4.16.

(a) Zoom on stress concentration, arising
from force applied on line. The plot is
limitted to a maximum stress of 100MPa.

(b) The plot is limitted to show maximum
100MPa.

Figure 4.16: Von mises stress

Mesh refinement was carried out in the area of stress concentration, which can be seen in
figure 4.17b. A convergence plot for the simulation can be found in figure 4.17a.

(a) Convergence plot for static simulation of
top thread release.

(b) Zoom on stress concentration with
complete stress range.

Figure 4.17
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Figure 4.17, display a maximum stress of 2352MPa. Whether this stress concentration is
representative is uncertain, as, in the real world, a force can not be applied on a point or
line, which leads to high stress concentrations.

However, there may as well be some stress concentration in the real part as a circular
shaft contacts a flat surface directly. To examine this further Hertzian contact stress is
estimated by equation 4.47. [Krex, 2016]

σH = 0.418 ·
√
Fgd · Esteel
lrs · rrshaft

= 520MPa(4.47)

As the Hertzian contact stress is 520MPa, this indicates that the stress concentration in
the FEM analysis is indeed a result of the force being applied on a line.

Omiting the stress concentration in figure 4.16, the applied stress generally does not exceed
75MPa in figure 4.16. Using this stress level, a safety factor is found to be 4.7, as indicated
by equation 4.48.

σy
σapplied

= Safety factor(4.48)

Further details on the static FEM analysis can be found in an auto-generated report in
appendix N.

Lower inner thread

In this section it is estimated whether the lower inner thread can withstand the load when
lifting the bottom slider. The lower inner thread is indicated on figure 4.14.

Whether the thread shears and is pulled out can be estimated using equation 4.49 and
4.50. [Norton, 2014]

τs =
Fgd
As

(4.49)

As = π · dphm · wo · pph(4.50)

=⇒ τs =
Fgd

π · dphm · wo · pph
= 2.9MPa(4.51)

The resulting shear stress is 2.9MPa. As steel is used, the shear yield stress can be
estimated by equation 4.52.[Norton, 2014]

τyS355 = 0.5 · σyS355 = 178MPa(4.52)

Using the same principle as in equation 4.48, a safety factor is found to be 61. Therefore
the thread is not expected to fail in static loading.

4.7 Beam Analysis of Block Lock Rod

The block lock rod is used to block the sliders from falling. It is both used when the
bottom slider must be released and also when both sliders are held to allow for valve
part replacement. Therefore the block lock rod has a safety concern because if the block
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lock rod fails, the sliders could fall onto an operator’s hands while replacing valve parts.
Therefore an analysis of the stresses in the rod is performed.

As the rod has a length to width ratio higher than 10, traditional euler beam theory is
used.

A list of nomenclature used in this section can be found in table 4.7.

Description Symbol Value
Moment of inertia for block lock rod Irod
Lowest allowable diameter of block lock rod drod 11.1mm
Normal yield stress for the material used for the block lock
rod. [Techniekwebshop, 2021]

Syrod 340MPa

Shear yield stress for the material used for the block lock
rod.

Sysrod

Mass of the bottom slider to be dropped mdrop 22.5kg
Gravitational accelleration g 9.82m

s2
Force from gravity on bottom slider P mdrop · g
Length between the two supports. L 0.38m
Reaction force RAy
Reaction force RBy
Segment normal forces N1, N2

Segment shearing forces V1, V2
Segment bending moment M1, M2

Table 4.7: Nomenclature for block lock rod beam analysis.

A photo of the block lock rod can be found in figure 4.18a and a free body diagram of the
load scenario can be found in figure 4.18b.

(a) Block lock rod on test equipment.

L

L
2

P

RAyR
By

+

x

y

(b) Free body diagram of block lock rod load
scenario.

Figure 4.18

First, the reaction forces RAy and RBy are found in equation 4.53 and 4.54 by equilibrium.∑
M = 0 = −L

2
· P + L ·RBy ⇔ RBy =

P

2
(4.53) ∑

Fy = 0 = RAy +RBy − P = 0 =⇒ RAy =
P

2
(4.54)

The rod is then divided into two segments, where the internal forces are found. Free body
diagrams of the divided segments can be found in figure 4.19 and 4.20.
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Segment 1 0 < x < L
2

For segment 1, the shearing force V1 and the bending moment M1 is found by equilibrium
in equation 4.55 and 4.56.

VAyR
1

+

x

y

N1 M1

Figure 4.19: Free body diagram of section 1.

∑
Fy = 0 = RAy − V1 ⇔ V1 = RAy(4.55) ∑

M = 0 = −RAy · x+M1 ⇔M1 = RAy · x(4.56)

Segment 2 L
2 < x < L

A free body diagram of segment 2 can be found in figure 4.20.

L
2

P

VAyR
2

+

x

y

N2
M2

Figure 4.20: Free body diagram of section 2.

The shearing force V2 and the bending moment M2 are found by equilibrium in equation
4.57 and 4.58. ∑

Fy = 0 = RAy − P − V2 ⇔ V2 = RAy − P(4.57) ∑
M = 0 = −RAy · x+ P · (x− L

2
) +M2 ⇔M2 = RAy · x− P · (x−

L

2
)(4.58)

Moment and shear diagrams for the segments analyzed can be found in figure 4.21.
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(b) Bending moment M1 and M2.

Figure 4.21: Moment and shear diagrams for the segments.
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Normal stress

The normal stresses in the beam can be found by the flexure formula in equation 4.59.
[Goodno and Gere, 2016]

σn = −M · y
Irod

(4.59)

The maximum bending moment can be found at x = L
2 , in equation 4.56. As the beam has

a circular cross-section, the moment of inertia Irod can be found by equation 4.60. [Krex,
2016]

Irod =
π

64
· d4rod(4.60)

From equation 4.59, the maximal normal stress is then found to be σmax=-156MPa.

As the yield strength of the material used is Syrod =340MPa, this leaves a safety factor of
2.

Shear stress

As the cross-section is circular, the shear stress can be found by equation 4.61. [Goodno
and Gere, 2016]

τmax =
4V

3 · π · r2(4.61)

The absolute value of the shearing force V1 and V2 are identical. Therefore it does not
matter which one is used to estimate the maximum shear stress. If values are inserted into
equation 4.61 the shear stress is found to be τmax =1.5MPa.

The yield-shear stress Sysrod can be found by equation 4.62. [Norton, 2014]

Sysrod = Syrod · 0.5(4.62)

This leaves a safety factor of 112. As neither normal stress or shear stress exceeds the
allowed yield stress, static failure of the block lock rod is not expected.
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In this chapter the laser is calibrated on the test equipment using metal blocks of known
heights. After a calibrated laser coordinate system is established, a non-destructive drop
test is carried out. Various parameters are analyzed to examine some of the requirements
from section 2.1 and the DFMEA in appendix C. Moreover, the theoretical model,
developed in section 4.1, is compared to the measured values. Only the laser has been
used for data logging, as the necessary accessories for the accelerometer have not been
available during testing.

5.1 Laser Calibration

In this section it will be described how the laser is calibrated on the test equipment. The
laser installed on the equipment can be found in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Laser installed on the drop test equipment, pointing at the bottom slider.

To establish a stable platform on the center of the valve parts, a 40x40 aluminum profile
is used. The bottom slider is lowered onto the aluminum profile, and this is established as
ylaser = 0mm in what is referred to as the laser coordinate system. The aluminum profile
on the valve parts can be observed in figure 5.2a.
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(a) Aluminium profile on valve parts.
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(b) Histogram displaying measured currents.

Figure 5.2: Laser coordinate system ylaser = 0mm.

Various blocks that have been measured are then placed on the aluminum profile, and the
current is measured for each of the various heights. At least 2000 samples are stored for
every height. The blocks used for setting the height were measured using a caliper with an
accuracy of ±0.02mm, as stated by the caliper certificate in appendix M. Nomenclature
for the laser calibration can be found in table 5.1.

Description Symbol
Function describing distance to bottom slider in the laser coordinate system. ylaser
Current measured on DAQ I

Fitting parameter k1
Fitting parameter k2
Amount of samples m

Coefficient of determination R2

Table 5.1: Nomenclature for laser calibration.

A histogram displaying values of the current measured at 0mm can be found in figure 5.2b.
The rest of the heights have similar histograms and can be found in appendix I.

To establish a correlation between the distance and the current, regression is performed
on the found measurements. The correlation between the current and distance is linear,
and therefore the measurements are fitted to equation 5.1.

ylaser(I) = k1 · I + k2(5.1)

The mean of the currents in equation 5.2 and the heights in equation 5.3 are used in the
regression.

Ii =
[
6.2 6.3 6.4 6.9 7.5

]
mA(5.2)

yi =
[
0 2.49 4.99 20.14 39.92

]
mm(5.3)

The measured heights and correlating mean currents can be found in figure 5.3.

The least-squares method is used to perform the regression, where the expression in
equation 5.4 is minimized to be as close to 0 as possible. [Meerkamm, 2018]
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5.2. Repeated Non-Destructive Drop Test Aalborg University

This minimization problem is solved numerically using a Nelder Mead algorithm
implemented in R. R Core Team [2021] The script for this can be found in appendix
I. The result of this minimization is the coefficients k1 = 30.56m

A and k2 = −0.1898m,
which can be implemented in equation 5.1 to describe the position of the bottom slider
dependent of the current measured from the laser.

m∑
i=1

(ylaser(Ii)− yi)2(5.4)
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Figure 5.3: Linear regression on the measured heights dependent on the mean currents.

To determine how well the coefficients fit the data, the coefficient of determination is
computed, which results in a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.999995, which is
accepted. The equations to determine R2 can be found in the script in appendix I.
[Mathworks, 2021]

Hereby the function ylaser(I) has been established using the coefficients k1 and k2.
Although if the laser is reinstalled, a new calibration is recommended.

5.2 Repeated Non-Destructive Drop Test

In this section a non-destructive drop test is carried out to examine the repeatability of the
equipment. The dropped mass was 9.15kg, measured with the scale described in section
B.5. The distance to the bottom slider is measured using the laser described in section
B.5, and the calibration from section 5.1 was utilized.

The steps in performing the drop test can be found in a PFD in appendix D. A general
PFMEA for drop tests on the test equipment can be found in appendix E. This includes
steps to complete the test and associated failure modes. Although these non-destructive
tests were carried out with a few deviations from the PFMEA, this includes that the same
test specimen was used for all 10 repetitions, the moment on the spindle was not measured,
and instead of using safety chains, a rope was utilized.
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The goal of the experiment is to examine the following requirements.

1. Minimum 68% of measured heights before drop initiation, must be within ±1% of
the maximum drop height, from the average

2. Minimum 68% of the impact force measurements must be within ±10% from the
average

3. Minimum 68% of the measured accelerations during free fall must be 9.82m
s2
± 10%

These requirements can also be found in table 2.2 in section 2.1 and the DFMEA in
appendix C.

The experiment was repeated 10 times using the same mass and height. The drop height
is found in the following section. Position data for one of the 10 repetitions can be found
in figure 5.6a.

Height verification

As part of the repeated non-destructive drop test, data was recorded before, during, and
after the impact. Therefore the data also contains measured distance when the slider was
stationary and supported by the block lock rod at the drop height. These measurements
from the drop height are used to validate the following requirement:

• Minimum 68% of measured heights before drop initiation, must be within ±1% of
the maximum drop height, from the average

As the total possible drop height is 1000mm, 1% is 10mm, and therefore minimum 68% of
the measurements must be within ±10mm of the average value. Although in this section
the drop height is only measured at 32mm, as the data used are from a non-destructive
test.

To take out the measurements where the sliders are stationary at the drop height, data
from the first 100ms of all 10 repetitions are used. This data can be found in figure 5.4a.
To create the histogram, an R script written can be found in appendix K. [R Core Team,
2021]
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(a) The standard deviation is 0.5mm.

Histogram for stationary slider after impact
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(b) The standard deviation is 0.6mm.

Figure 5.4: Histogram for stationary slider distance, before and after impact. The distances
are measured in the laser coordinate system, established in section 5.1.
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From the histogram on figure 5.4a it is observed that all the measurements are within
the specified range. And therefore, the requirement measuring height on drop height is
satisfied to an acceptable level.

The data from the non-destructive drop test also includes measured distance to the bottom
slider after impact. To visualize these measurements, the last 100ms of the non-destructive
datasets are displayed in the histogram on figure 5.4b.

By taking the difference between the mean of the first and last 100ms from the dataset,
the drop height can be found to be 32mm during the non-destructive drop tests.

If this drop height and the utilized dropped mass is implemented in the theoretical model
from section 4.1, the raw laser data from the non-destructive drop test can be compared
to the theoretical model, which is displayed in figure 5.5. Using the drop height and mass
from the non-destructive drop, the theoretical acceleration is found to be 661m

s2
. In the

next section the acceleration is found from the raw laser data using several methods.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of theoretical model and raw laser data.

Finding the acceleration from laser data

For some of the requirements acceleration is needed. To find the acceleration of the bottom
slider from the laser position data, the position must be differentiated twice. This can be
done in several ways. In figure 5.6b a dataset is differentiated twice using the centered
finite difference method, and as indicated by equation 5.5. [AAiT, 2020] It is clear that
the centered finite difference method is sensitive to noise in the signal, and the acceleration
found from this method is of no use.

y′′(t) ≈ −y(ti+2) + 16 · y(ti+1)− 30 · y(ti) + 16 · y(ti−1)− y(ti−2)
12 · h2(5.5)
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(a) Raw laser data from drop test.
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Figure 5.6

To accommodate the signal noise, various types of regression are attempted. This includes
fitting an S-curve, local regression, and examining the free-fall acceleration by fitting a
parabola. The result of the various methods is displayed in figure 5.7. These 3 methods
are described further in the following sections.
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Figure 5.7: The result of various methods for finding the acceleration. The local regression
on these graphs are made using lrr = 200. lrr is explained later in this section in relation
to local regression.

Fitted S-curve

One way to find the acceleration is to fit one function to all the drop test data. Observing
figure 5.6a it is found that the distance data measured resembles a non-symmetric S-curve.
To represent this using one function, the sum of two hyperbolic tangent function are used,
as indicated by equation 5.6. Nomenclature for this section can be found in table 5.2.
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Description Symbol Value
Fitting parameter k1...k7
Sample size m

S-curve fitted to distance laser data fs(t)

Time t

Time at datapoint i ti
Distance at datapoint i yi
Gravity force Fg
Gravitational acceleration g 9.82 m

s2

Dropped mass in repeated non destructive
drop test

mdrop 9.15kg

Acceleration a

Valve reaction force Rv

Table 5.2: Nomenclature for fitted S-curve.

fs(t) = k1 · tanh(k2 · t+ k3) + k4 + k5 · tanh(k6 · t+ k7)(5.6)

The fitting parameters k1 to k7 in fs(t) is then found using the least squares method.
[Meerkamm, 2018] This is done by minimizing equation 5.7 using a Nelder mead algorithm
implemented in R. [R Core Team, 2021]

m∑
i=1

(yi − fs(ti))2(5.7)

The resulting coefficients are used in fs(t) in equation 5.6, and the resulting curve can
be found in figure 5.7a for one of the datasets. The result is differentiated twice to
find the acceleration, which is displayed in figure 5.7b. The S-curve is fitted to all the
10 repetitions, and the maximum acceleration for the various repetitions are found, to
examine the following requirement:

• Minimum 68% of the impact force measurements must be within ±10% from the
average

The force applied on the valve parts can be viewed as a reaction force Rv obstructing the
mass during impact. As indicated on the free body diagram in figure 5.8. Newton’s second
law can then be used to find the valve parts’ reaction force by equation 5.10.∑

F = mdrop · a(5.8)

=⇒ Rv − Fg = mdrop · a(5.9)

⇔ Rv = mdrop · a+mdrop · g(5.10)
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mdrop
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Figure 5.8: Free body diagram for dropped mass on valve parts.

The found maximum accelerations are displayed in a histogram in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Max accelleration from S-curve fit, from the 10 repititions performed.

Only 30% of data points in figure 5.9 found from the S-curve acceleration are within ±10%
of the average.

The requirement specifying that minimum 68% of the measured values must be within
±10% of the average is not satisfied using the s-curve regression, since the force is highly
dependent on the acceleration.

Local regression

It is recognized that fitting an s-curve to the complete dataset may limit the second
derivative, limiting the effect of small curvatures. This is evident from figure 5.7b, as
the free-fall acceleration is expected to be nearly constant. This is especially relevant to
find the maximum acceleration on impact.

Performing a local regression only on the data surrounding the point of impact may
mitigate this problem.

In this section a method for fitting a parabola to a local point ’n’ using the least-squares
method is described. A list of nomenclature relating to the local regression can be found
in table 5.3.
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Description Symbol
Local regression range lrr
Fitted parameters to the datapoints n± lrr an, bnandcn
Parabola function fitted to datapoints n± lrr fn(t)

Time t

Time at datapoint i ti
Distance at datapoint i yi

Table 5.3: Nomenclature for fitted S-curve.

First, a point and range of local data are chosen to fit a certain function. The point where
the data are fitted is referred to as n. The data range chosen is then n ± lrr. Where lrr
are referred to as the local regression range. In this section, the function to be fitted will
be a parabola described by equation 5.11.

fn(t) = an · t2 + bn · t+ cn(5.11)

an, bn, and cn are fitting variables fitted to the parabola using least squares by minimizing
the expression in equation 5.12. The minimization is performed using a standard Nelder
mead algorithm implemented in R. [R Core Team, 2021]

n+lrr∑
i=n−lrr

(fn(ti)− yi)2(5.12)

fn(t) fitted to n=10600, n=11000, and n=11400, using lrr = 100 can be found in figure
5.10a.
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(a) Selected local regression fit at n=10600,
n=11000, and n=11400, using lrr = 100
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Figure 5.10

The acceleration at any data point n can be found by the double derivative of equation
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5.11 as shown in equation 5.13.

f ′′n(t) = 2 · an(5.13)

The acceleration can then be found for any point n. This is implemented for distance data
from a drop test, and the result can be found in figure 5.10b.

It is clear from figure 5.10b that the peak acceleration is highly dependent on the choice
of lrr.The peak acceleration is dependent on lrr can be found in figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Peak acceleration dependent on local regression range.

The method of local regression was utilized on all the 10 repetitions from the non-
destructive experiment. A histogram displaying the distribution can be found in figure
5.12a. Here all the found values are within the specified limit from section 2.1. However the
amount of peak accelerations inside the required interval also depends on lrr, to illustrate
this the standard deviation of the peak acceleration is displayed in figure 5.12b.
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(a) Histogram displaying max accelerations
for all repetitions, found using lrr = 200.
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(b) Standard deviation of peak acceleration
dependent on lrr. This plot was generated
using the script in appendix L.

Figure 5.12
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As the choice of regression and data handling significantly alter the peak acceleration, it
is recommended to use an accelerometer to measure the peak acceleration on impact.

Free fall parabola

The acceleration during free fall is significantly different when using the s-curve or local
regression, which is observed in figure 5.7b. The free-fall acceleration is expected to be
close to the gravitational acceleration and thereby remain constant. This is not the case
for the acceleration from the fitted S curve in figure 5.7b, which results from the nature of
the fitted expression. Neglecting friction, theoretically, the free fall position is expected to
be described by a parabola, as indicated in section 4.1, therefore a parabola is fitted to a
range of data where the bottom slider is in free fall.

The fitted expression for selected fall data can be found in figure 5.7b.

In these data, the free-fall acceleration was found to be -8m
s2
, which is close to what is

found using local regression on the same data. The free fall parabola is used to evaluate
the following criteria concerning the free-fall acceleration:

• Minimum 68% of the measured accelerations during free fall must be 9.82m
s2
± 10%

The free fall parabola is fitted to all 10 repetitions of the non-destructive drop test, and a
histogram displaying the results can be found in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Histogram displaying free fall acceleration from 10 repetitions of the non-
destructive drop test found using free fall parabola. The histogram was made using R. [R
Core Team, 2021]. The R script can be found in appendix J.

The criteria for free-fall acceleration requires that at least 68% of the measurements
are within 9.82m

s2
±10%. All of the measured accelerations during free fall are below

9.82m
s2
· 0.9 = 8.8m

s2
, and therefore the measured free-fall acceleration is not within the

initial requirement from section 2.1. This is discussed further in chapter 6.
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A range of activities has been performed to satisfy the equipment requirements, as indicated
in the DFMEA in appendix C. During this section selected restrictions are discussed.

Withstand impact force

When fixating the valve, a requirement was specified for the equipment to withstand
the impact force on the valve parts from 22.5kg dropped from 1m. Two failure modes
considered in the DFMEA are bending of the fixture plate and machine legs. The risk of
this occurring has been reduced by performing the structural analysis in section 4.2 and
4.3.

The fixture plate analysis resulted in a fatigue safety factor of 6, and the machine legs
structural analysis resulted in a safety factor of 24 towards yielding. Although no fatigue
analysis was carried out for the machine legs.

If other parts than the fixture plate and machine legs can withstand the impact load and
the vibrations it causes has not been analyzed during this report. To verify this requirement
completely, a physical test should be performed using a mass of 22.5kg and dropping it
from 1m, thereby testing whether the equipment can withstand the load.

Free fall acceleration

In section 2.1 a criteria describing that 68% of the measured accelerations during free-fall
should be within 9.82m

s2
± 10%. This was done as low friction was desired so that friction

could be neglected in mathematical modeling. In section 5.2 it was concluded that the
measured free-fall acceleration was not within the required range.

This indicates that the friction from the bearings is not insignificant, and if further
modeling of the system is desired, the friction may be measured and taken into account.

Measuring height and acceleration to find force

The laser used in the prototype drop test equipment is specified for an accuracy of
±0.5mm, which matches the specified laser height requirement during impact. The height
requirement for the laser during impact was specified in order to calculate the acceleration
from the laser and thereby comparing this value to the accelerometer value. In this way,
two independent measurements are used to examine the acceleration, which can be used
to calculate a force by Newton’s second law.
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The laser used has a reaction time of 2.5ms equivalent to 400Hz, which implies a risk of
the signal received on the impact being delayed and misleading. [Sick, 2021a] To lower
this risk, the required sampling frequency according to the Shannon Nyquist theorem was
found in section 4.1. Here the required sampling frequency was 333Hz, which the laser
suffices. However, the theoretical model includes a range of idealizations and is not a
perfect representation of reality.

In contrast to the laser used in this report the accelerometer, described in section B.5 in
appendix B, can sample with a sampling frequency of up to 6kHz. Using such a high
sampling frequency, the risk of recording a delayed signal would be significantly lowered.
Moreover, the signal from an accelerometer would not need to be differentiated twice, like
the laser data, and therefore signal noise may not be as critical as for the laser. Therefore
it is recommended to use an accelerometer like the one described in section B.5, or other
measuring equipment with a higher sampling frequency than the laser used in this report.

More recommendations and actions taken to reduce risks can be found in the DFMEA in
appendix C.
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Figure 7.1: Drop test
equipment prototype.

During this project drop test equipment, used to apply
impact loads on the ICM150 valve, has been designed and
constructed. The constructed equipment can be observed
in figure 7.1. During the project, various processes have
been completed to obtain the built prototype. This includes
an overall conceptual development in chapter 2, where
inspiration was taken from Pugh’s decision matrix to choose
a concept. Based on this overall concept, subsystems were
specified further in chapter 3 and appendix B. Throughout
the design process, the DFMEA in appendix C was utilized
as a design tool to keep an overview of various risks related
to the equipment. To lower certain risks, safety features were
implemented, and structural analysis of selected components
was carried out in chapter 4.

Technical drawings, for most of the components on the
prototype unit have been created and can be found in
appendix F.

Initial testing of the prototype equipment was carried out,
as described in chapter 5. As part of the initial testing
a non-destructive test was carried out. During testing a
readily available laser was used to measure the distance
to the dropped mass during impact. However acceleration
measurements was highly dependent on the data processing
due to signal-noise. Therefore the force calculated from these
measurements would also depend highly on data processing.
Therefore it has been recommended to use additional sensors
in order to measure the force on impact.

As indicated by controls prevention and controls detection
in the DFMEA in appendix C, most requirements have been
examined. However, some requirements require further work
to be satisfactory. This includes further tests examining
the repeatability when using the highest allowed mass being
dropped on the valve parts and implementing additional
sensors.

The next section focus on further work suggested for the drop test equipment.
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Further Work 8
In this section, further work on the test equipment is described. A phase overview
describing overall phases for examining the spindle and nut in the ICM150 valve can
be found in appendix A. This report has focused on phase 4, in appendix A, concerning
the design and construction of prototype test equipment.

Electronics overhaul

During this project the control electronics have been quickly assembled to control the drop
initiation.

On the prototype built during this project, the microcontroller has not been fastened
to anything. More care should be given to both the positioning and fastening of the
microcontroller and cables. Additional shielding of electronic components should be
performed, including for the release switch. It is recommended to create a dedicated
electronics box utilizing DIN rails for standardized mounting. In this box, a dedicated
power supply and fuse should be added. The fuse is of significant importance in the case
of a short circuit.

An emergency stop is also recommended as a safety measure. This enables other personnel
to quickly stop the power supply if anyone gets an electric shock.

Also, a system of lights indicating the status of the equipment is recommended. This can
help increase awareness of the state of the equipment and whether power is connected to
the linear actuator.

During this project, the release button was designed so the operator can keep a small
distance from the equipment when the bottom slider is dropped. It is recommended to
create a holder for the release button on the equipment, so the operator has a natural
place to put the release button when it is not in use.

Measuring equipment control

During this project, data acquisition and the electronic controls have been handled
by different controllers with no communication amongst them. It is recommended to
implement communication between the measuring equipment and control electronics to
synchronize data acquisition and drop initiation automatically.

During this project, only the laser has been utilized to measure the acceleration of
the bottom slider on impact. However, it is recommended to perform tests using an
accelerometer to compare the data.
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Test for total allowed load

During this project, the equipment prototype has not been tested using the total allowed
mass used in the structural analysis from chapter 4. It is recommended to test the
equipment using the maximum allowed mass before the equipment is put to general use
by laboratory personnel.

Additional features for ease of movement

During this report, no care has been taken to how the test equipment is moved around.
New functions could be added in order to ease the movement of the equipment. This is
especially relevant as the test equipment has been located in a laboratory where things are
frequently moved around to make space for various test setups.

Additional documentation

A user manual should be created so proper use, and safety concerns can be clearly
communicated to the operator. In addition to this, clear markings on the equipment
should be added to indicate danger below the bottom slider.
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Phase Overview for
ICM150 Impact Project A

This appendix includes a phase overview made for the ICM150 impact project. This
project has been focused on phase 4, concerning construction of test equipment.
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Classified as Business 

1 Introduction 

This document serves the purpose of displaying an overview of the ICM150 impact project. 
A status and short description for several phases are described. 
 

2 Problem analysis for ICM150 spindle - completed 

Status: Completed 
Problem definition: In what physical setup is it possible to measure the energy/force 
required to obstruct spindle-nut movement? 
Sub goals 

✓ Examine existing equipment for impact testing 

✓ Examine available equipment in Danfoss 

✓ Decide overall test method 

Overall conclusions 
Impact loads are measured in several ways. Some test equipment utilizes high-pressure 
applications. Others use potential energy released from lifting a mass. 
For the ICM150 impact project, a drop test has been chosen due to simplicity and existing 
sensor equipment internally in Danfoss.  
 

3 Prestudy – early tests for test method assessment (pretotype) - completed 

Status: Completed 
Problem definition: Can the drop test reconstruct failure modes seen on customer sites? 
Sub goals 

✓ Perform mathematical evaluation of expected required dropped mass and height 

✓ Design and build a quick and cheap drop test setup 

✓ Perform drop test examining spindle-nut movement obstruction from impact load 

✓ Perform drop test to examine spindle breakage 

✓ Create test report 

Overall conclusions 
A quick and cheap test setup was constructed using components like sewage pipe and some 
weight blocks. A test report has been made at the request of product management. 
The spindle and nut were damaged in a way resembling failure modes observed on 
customer sites. These failure modes include nut thread tear out and the spindle bending so 
the nut can't be turned. 
 

4 Design and construct test equipment (prototype) – in progress 

Status: Verified, in progress 
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Classified as Business 

Problem definition: How can a drop test be constructed so sudden force loads capable of 
damaging spindle or nut in the ICM150 valve, can be measured with repeatability sufficient 
for use in model creation focused on further product development? 
 
Sub goals: 

✓ Design test equipment 

✓ Perform DFMEA 

✓ Produce and order parts 

✓ Redesign parts for rotation locking of spindle 

✓ Ensure sensor availability 
- Implement sensors and test equipment functionalities 

Overall conclusions: 
The equipment has been designed and constructed. Early tests on relevant valve parts have 
been performed using a laser for measuring acceleration. Significant noise is evident on the 
measured signal, and it is recommended to compare these results to signals from an 
accelerometer. An accelerometer has been found, although this has not been tested due to 
high demand for the DAQ system used for the accelerometer.  
 

5 Single impact load testing 

Status: Verified, awaiting test equipment 
Problem definition: How much force is required for spindle tear out and to obstruct 
spindle rotation? 
Sub goals: 

- Create test plan 

- PFMEA 

- Perform control plan of equipment 

- Evaluate equipment performance, and if upgrades are required 

- Perform single shock tests 

- Data handling 

- Evaluation of results 

- Perform mathematical analysis of results to predict failure point 

- Perform valve specific conclusions 

- Further tests based on result evaluation 

Overall conclusions: 
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Classified as Business 

6 Equipment upgrade for fatigue loads 

Status: Not initiated 
Problem definition: How can the drop test equipment for the ICM150 valve be upgraded 
to facilitate fatigue impact loading? 
Sub goals: 

- Perform mathematical fatigue estimation on the spindle 

- Create an overview of required upgrades 

- Choose components to upgrade 

- Perform mathematical fatigue estimates on critical equipment parts 

- Design new components and implement these in CAD assembly 

- Order new components and perform upgrades or build new equipment  

Overall conclusions: 
 

7 Fatigue impact load testing 

Status: Not initiated 
Problem definition: How can a data-based mathematical model be constructed so the 
spindle's lifetime can be estimated based on impact load level? 
Sub goals: 

- Create test plan 

- PFMEA 

- Perform fatigue shock tests 

- Data handling 

- Evaluation of results 

Overall conclusions: 
 

8 Equipment certification 

Status: Phase not initiated. Talks with experienced certification personnel for introduction 
have been conducted. 
Problem definition: How can the drop test equipment become certified for use of Danfoss 
lab personnel in relevant regions? 
Sub goals: 

- Examine certificate requirements 

- Examine necessary equipment upgrade 

- Redesign necessary parts on the equipment 
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Classified as Business 

- Order and assemble new parts for the test equipment 

Overall conclusions: 
 

9 Equipment upgrade for other valve types 

Status: Not initiated 
Problem definition: How can the drop test equipment for the ICM150 valve be upgraded 
to facilitate similar impact testing on other valves? 
Sub goals: 

- Design upgrades to enable impact testing of other valves. 

- Order and assemble new parts for the test equipment. 

Overall conclusions: 
 
 
 



Concretization of Test
Equipment B

In this appendix various subsystems are described in more detail than in the concept
development. The solutions from the concept development are concretized, and some
central dimensions, like the height of the equipment, are specified.

B.1 Valve Parts

The subsystem described as valve parts consist of not only the ICM150 valve parts but also
components that are directly connected to the ICM150 valve parts or parts that replace
the original ICM150 parts. An exploded view of the valve parts can be found in figure 3.2.

The valve parts are organized in further subsystems as shown in figure B.1, and those
subsystems are elaborated further in this section.

Valve parts

ICM valve parts Valve housing replacement Spindle antirotation Nut-pilot antirotation Threaded round hammerhead

Figure B.1: Valve parts system overview.

ICM valve parts

The main parts to be tested are the spindle and the nut in the valve, as these are the
components failing on-site. However, to recreate similar mechanical connections, the parts
surrounding the spindle and nut are also implemented in the test. These valve parts
implemented in the test are similar to the ones used in the prestudy [Johansen, 2021].

Valve housing replacement

The original valve house is not implemented in the drop test, as this would obstruct
the bottom slider from falling on the main piston. Instead, a fixation is utilized where
connection options are similar to the valve housing. This valve fixture was also used in the
prestudy. [Johansen, 2021] An image of this valve fixture can be found in figure B.2.
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Figure B.2: Valve fixture, replacing valve house. [Johansen, 2021]

Spindle antirotation

During operation on-site, the spindle is locked by an ICAD motor. In this test setup, the
ICAD motor is replaced by a mechanical locking mechanism. This was also the case in
the prestudy, where a magnet coupling was connected to a rod tied to a pallet used in the
test [Johansen, 2021].

In the test setup produced in this report, the same magnet coupling is utilized. As the
moment required to turn the spindle must be measured in the planned tests, the magnet
coupling must be easily replaced. Therefore a new configuration is implemented to ease the
replacement of the magnet coupling further. The magnet coupling for locking the spindle
mechanically and the moment measuring device can be found in figure B.3a.

(a) Magnet coupling for locking and for
measuring moment.

(b) Assembled spindle antirotation in-
stalled on the test equipment.

Figure B.3

Instead of locking rotation relative to the pallet, the rotation is locked relative to the
valve’s top cover using the bottom flange of the ICAD motor.The anti rotation block is
then 3d printed to fit the ICAD bottom flange. A rod can then be put through the anti
rotation block to lock the magnet coupling, as displayed in figure B.3b.

Nut-pilot antirotation

In the production of the ICM150 valve, the pilot piston, and the nut is connected using
a plastic deformation on the pilot piston. The pilot piston can be reused in several tests.
To enable replacement of the nut, a pilot piston is reconfigured, and a fixation tool for the
nut is produced. The reconfigured pilot piston is referred to as the pilot for screw mount
in figure B.4b.

A similar solution was implemented in the prestudy, though this only stopped rotation
around the spindle axis [Johansen, 2021]. If the spindle is buckling, a moment may be
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produced normal to the spindle. A new fixation tool, referred to as the nut lock, is
implemented to enable a reaction moment in this direction.

Two pin-fasteners connect the nut lock to the pilot piston to stop rotation around the
spindle axis. To enable the nut’s replacement, a clearance fit is used on the spindle, and a
location clearance fit is utilized on the installation ring.

The pin fastener used is an Ø4 m6 shaft. For the nut-lock, H7 holes are made, giving a
location clearance fit. [Simply bearings, 2021]

The technical drawing of the nut lock and the modifications on the pilot piston can be
found in appendix F, as part number 23 and 24. Two bolts are implemented to keep the
parts together. The solution can be found in figure B.4.

(a) Assembled (b) Disassembled

Figure B.4: Pilot piston and nut assembly

Threaded round hammerhead

The interface between the valve parts and the bottom slider will be a flat and rounded
metal piece. One of the pieces is rounded to enable the force to be applied in the center of
the valve parts. According to table 2.2, the dropped mass must hit the valve parts within
a circle with a radius ra =2mm. Simultaneously, the valve parts are allowed to be angled
θ = 3o from the linear shafts and thereby from the bottom slider. To find the radius of the
top of the rounded hammerhead rh, these restrictions are considered. The flat hit block
at an angle is displayed conceptually in figure B.5 as a green rectangle. The radius of the
rounded hammerhead can be solved by trigonometry as in equation B.1.

(B.1) rh =
ra

sin(θ)
= 38mm

ra

rh

θ

Figure B.5: The red circle represent the top of the rounded hammerhead, and the green
rectangle represent the flat hit block.
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Although using this equation no other inaccuracies have been taken into account. Therefore
the result is lowered to 35mm, allow for other inaccuracies.

M14 thread is implemented as this is the thread used on top of the main piston. The
remaining dimensions for the threaded round hammerhead can be found on the technical
drawing in appendix F, as part number 20.

The threaded round hammerhead installed on the equipment can be found in figure B.6.

Figure B.6: Threaded round hammerhead installed.

B.2 Frame Structure

For all the components to be assembled, a frame structure to hold them all and stabilize
the equipment must be developed. A bolted structure made of aluminum profiles is chosen
since this enables flexibility to change or add additional features on the machine as it is a
prototype unit.

(a) Brackets used to assemble
structure. Aluminium pro-
files directly support fixture
plate.

(b) Brackets used to assemble
structure. Brackets take all
the impact load from the
dropped mass.

(c) Aluminium profiles are
shifted compared to each
other to allow for bolt-
mounting.

Figure B.7: Three different frame configurations.

The valve fixation is made with a plate with mounting holes, according to section 2.1. This
plate is referred to as the fixture plate. Aluminum profiles are then added to the fixture
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plate to add machine legs and a tall structure that enables the mass to be lifted using
wires on pulleys. This can be done in several ways. Three options for the frame structure
are shown in figure B.7.

For the frame configuration in figure B.7c the machine legs are shifted further away from
the center of the fixture plate, where the load is applied. This will result in higher stresses
from bending the plate, which therefore requires a thicker fixture plate. Therefore this
configuration is not used.

In the frame configuration in figure B.7b the brackets below the fixture plate will have to
sustain the complete impact load. While in figure B.7a the load can also be distributed
directly to the machine legs. Therefore the configuration in figure B.7a is chosen. Thus,
the overall frame configuration is chosen. Although the frame structure system consists of
more than what is shown in figure B.7a, and a tree diagram describing various subsystems
can be found in figure B.9. Also, an assembly showing various components in the frame
structure can be found in figure 3.1a and B.8b.

L
m
l

dtc

wfp wfp

tfp

L
fp

ttp

d
tm

wtm

ht
m

ht
c

(a) Dimensions annotation. (b) Partially exploded view

Figure B.8: Frame structure assembly

Frame structure

Mechanical shielding

Safety plates Door

Top plate Frame profiles

Long frame profiles Machine legs

Fixture plate Motion stopping

Block lock rod Bolt eyes for safety chain

Figure B.9: Frame structure system overview.

A list of nomenclature for this section can be found in figure B.1.
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Description Symbol Value
Length of machine legs. Lml
Length of long frame profile. Lfp
Thickness of top plate. ttp
Thickness of fixture plate. tfp
Allowed height of the equipment. htm
Width of fixture plate. wtm
Allowed room height. dtm 2.23m
Width of frame profiles. wfp 0.08m
Height of valve parts below the fixture
plate.

htc 0.11m

Diameter of top cover. dtc 0.3m
Torque meter length. Ltm 0.32m

Table B.1: Nomenclature for frame structure. Most of the used dimensions in this section
can are indicated on figure B.8a.

In the following, various subsystems and parts in the frame structure are described.

Fixture plate

Figure B.10:
Fixture plate

The fixture plate must connect to the top cover from the valve parts,
shaft blocks for linear shafts, and brackets for aluminum profiles. All
these components are bolted to the fixture plate, and relevant holes are
made for this. A technical drawing displaying all holes in the fixture
plate can be found in appendix F.

The top cover must go through the front of the test equipment to be
installed or uninstalled.

Therefore, the fixture plate’s width can be estimated by the top cover
diameter and the width of two of the long frame profiles, as indicated
in equation B.2.

dtc + 2 · wfp = 0.46m(B.2)

This adds up to 0.46m. A gap between the top cover and frame profiles is implemented to
ease assembly and align the plate width to supplier standard dimensions. Therefore the
fixture plate width is rounded up to wtm = 0.5m.

The thickness of the fixture plate is chosen to be tfp = 32mm. A structural analysis
describing whether this is sufficient can be found in section 4.2.

An image of the produced fixture plate can be found in figure B.10.
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Top plate

The purpose of the top plate is to connect the long frame profiles to the shaft blocks, bolt
eyes, and pulleys. Mounting holes for bolts are made to allow mounting these. The width
of the top plate follows the width of the fixture plate. The thickness of the top plate is set
to ttp = 8mm. A technical drawing of the top plate can be found in appendix F.

Frame profiles

Various aluminum profiles are used on the test equipment. 80x80mm profiles are used
for machine legs and the long frame profiles. Whether the 80x80 aluminum profiles can
withstand the expected forces is analyzed in section 4.3.

To assess the length of the frame profiles, the total height htm of the test equipment is
found. The test equipment must be capable of being tilted on its legs to lay down on
the floor for assembling purposes. Therefore the diagonal of the test equipment must be
lower than the allowed height in the room. The allowed height in the laboratory was
measured to dtm = 2.23m. The test equipment’s allowed height htm can then be found
using Pythagoras theorem, as in equation B.3.

(B.3) htm =
√
d2tm − w2

tm = 2.17m

So the allowed height of the test equipment is htm = 2.17m.

The valve parts should be placed as low as possible to gain the highest possible drop height
in the equipment to utilize the equipment’s allowed height. The equipment is constructed
so the valve parts can be bolted onto the equipment from the fixture plate’s top and
bottom. This allows for flexibility in the measurements of interest.

When the valve parts are installed below the fixture plate, the machine legs must allow
space for a torque meter to be installed on the valve parts. Therefore the length of the
machine can be described by equation B.4.

htc + Ltm = 430mm < Lml(B.4)

To add a bit of free space for convenience when installing the torque-meter, the length of
the machine legs is chosen to be 435mm.

The length of the long frame profiles can then be found as indicated in equation B.5.

htm − ttp − tfp − Lml = 1695mm ≥ Lfp(B.5)

To allow a small gap between the top plate and the allowed height, the length of the long
frame profiles are chosen to be Lfp = 1.69m
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Mechanical shielding

Various safety measures are taken on the test equipment. This includes mechanical
shielding, which consists of 3 safety plates and a door. In this way, the room where the
impact occurs is shielded from the operator while the impact happens. Technical drawings
of the safety plates can be found in appendix F. Also, a key is available for the door handle
so the equipment can be locked when it is not in use, and the risk of unauthorized access
is reduced. A closeup of the door handle with the key inserted can be found in figure B.11.

Figure B.11: Door handle with key inserted.

The safety plates are made from a 4mm polycarbonate plate, bolted to the 80x80mm
aluminum profiles. Although the polycarbonate plate in the door is inserted into the slots
of the 40x40mm aluminum profiles, which the door is made of.

Motion stopping

In the DFMEA in appendix C it is recognized that there is a certain danger if the mass
falls by mistake and potentially when an operator changes the valve parts. Therefore
various safety features are implemented to stop the motion of the sliders. This includes
the block lock rod, a rod that can be placed in the equipment, thereby blocking the sliders’
movement. The block lock rod is used to repeat the height from which the mass is dropped
and stop both sliders when valve parts are replaced. An image of the block lock rod can
be found in figure 4.18a.

In addition to the block lock rod, bolt eyes are mounted on the top plate, so chains can
be installed to also block the sliders from falling when valve parts are replaced. By having
several ways to block the sliders’ movement, the risk of them falling while the operator is
replacing valve parts is lowered.

B.3 Motion System

The motion system includes parts of the machine that enable the motion of the sliders. An
assembly showing parts in the motion system can be found in figure 3.1b. A tree diagram
of the motion system can be found in figure B.12.
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Motion system

Pulley system Top slider Bottom slider Linear shafts

Figure B.12: Motion system overview.

Bottom slider

According to section 2.1 the mass will be held in place by two vertical shafts with ball
bearings. In this section the overall design of the bottom slider on the shafts is covered.

The slider can be made in several ways to enable the mass to be positioned steadily in
between the linear shafts. In figure B.14 conceptual sketches of several considered designs
can be found.

(a) Two plates with
threaded rod in
center.

(b) Block with
plate cutout as
vertical structure.

(c) Block with
threaded rod in
center.

(d) Bent plate
bolted to block. q

Figure B.14: Conceptual sketches of several considered designs. All the showed concepts
utilize roller bearings fitted in each side.

The threaded rod in figure B.14a and B.14c is convenient as it is the simplest to produce.
To reduce the slider’s mass and thereby allow lower adjustable mass, the solution utilizing
two plates in figure B.14a is chosen. This configuration and the parts it consists of can be
found in figure B.15.

Figure B.13: Image where top slider and bottom slider can be found.
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Figure B.15: Various parts on bottom slider.

Drop initiation design for the top of threaded rod

According to section 2.1 the drop initiation will be activated using a pin that is pulled
out controlled by electronics. For the weight block to be released by a shaft pulled out by
electronics, it must be equipped with a component that enables such a shaft to be pulled
out, and the weight block will be dropped.

Two concept sketches for this purpose can be found in figure B.16.

(a) Round part for top of threaded rod. (b) Part with hole through the part.

Figure B.16: Concept sketches for top of threaded rod on weight block slider.

The solution in figure B.16a is chosen, as it does not matter how it is rotated around the
axis of the threaded rod, which ease installation and service. This part will be referred to
as the round thread top release, as indicated in figure B.17. To mitigate loosening due to
vibrations, a nut and spring washer are implemented below the round thread top release
part, which can also be observed in figure B.17.
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Figure B.17: Round thread top release mounted on threaded rod.

Top slider

Figure B.18: Various parts on the top slider.

The top slider must interact with a range of other subsystems, and these are listed below.

• Connect to lifting hook coming from hand crank
• Connect to bottom slider
• Release bottom slider electronically
• Slide on linear shafts using ball bearings

The top slider is designed similar to the bottom slider using two plates connected to the
linear ball bearings using retaining rings.

A metal block is placed in between the plates to control the distance between the plates. A
hole is made in this block to enable a shaft to go through and connect to the bottom slider.
To lower friction, the block is made of brass, and a hole for lubrication is implemented.
The brass block in the top slider is represented in figure B.18. The shaft mentioned going
through the brass block will be referred to as the release shaft.

The release shaft is connected to a linear actuator able to pull out the release shaft. The
linear actuator is based on a geared motor, as the speed of the release mechanism is not
crucial. The linear actuator is part of the electric control system. More details on the
linear actuator can be found in section B.4.
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An eyebolt is implemented on top of the top slider, enabling connection to the pulley
system. The bolt eye is connected to the top slider using thread in the upper plate.

Pulley system

According to section 2.1 a pulley system is chosen for lifting the mass. For the machine
prototype, a hand crank is chosen to control the height of the mass. The chosen hand
crank can be found in figure B.19a, and is specified to pull 363kg. [VidaXL, 2021] The
hand crank and the pulleys are placed on the frame structure. Two pulleys are placed in
the top of the machine, bolted on the top plate, as seen in figure B.19b.

(a) Hand crank used to lift
sliders.

(b) Pulleys in top of equip-
ment.

(c) Lifting hook, for connect-
ing top slider to steel wire.

Figure B.19

A steel wire is then connected to the hand crank, going through the pulleys, and then
connected to the top slider using the lifting hook shown in figure B.19c. In this way, the
operator can manually lift the top slider by turning the hand crank.

Linear shafts

The linear shafts ensure that the sliders are fixed in horizontal directions. The linear shafts
have to be connected to the frame structure. Specifically, the shaft blocks are mounted to
the fixture plate and the top plate using bolts. The shaft blocks during mounting can be
found in figure B.20.

Figure B.20: Shaft block installation.
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The diameter of the shafts is given from the bearing size. The bearings are chosen based
on a theoretical sideload. The equations describing this can be found in section 4.4.

To align the linear shafts, the bolts in the shaft blocks are tightened when both sliders
are as close as possible to the shaft block. How close the sliders are to the shaft blocks is
limited by the allen key used for tightening, as shown in figure B.20.

B.4 Electric Control System

As an electric actuator is utilized on the test equipment, a system to control the actuator
is also necessary.

A conceptual diagram of the electric control system can be found in figure 3.3.

An overview of the various subsystems for the electronic control system can be found in
figure B.21.

Electric control system

Linear actuator Microcontroller Power supply Release button Door switch Shaft button

Figure B.21: Electric control system overview.

Linear actuator

The linear actuator is implemented in the top slider to pull out the release shaft. Therefore
the actuator must be able to overcome the friction force present from the release shaft.
The friction force Fµ is estimated by equation B.6. The friction coefficient µ utilized is
for lubricated steel against steel, as the release shaft and the round thread top release are
both made of steel. Nomenclature for the linear actuator can be found in table B.2.

Description Symbol Value
Normal force FN
Friction force Fµ
Friction coefficient [Toolbox, 2004] µ 0.16
The mass of the bottom slider. mdrop 22.5kg
Gravitational acceleration g 9.82m

s2

Table B.2: Nomenclature for linear actuator.

Fµ = µ · FN(B.6)

|Fµ| = µ · |mdrop · g| = 35N(B.7)

The L16-S linear actuator from Actuonix has a back drive force of 102N. [Actuonix, 2021]
This leaves a safety factor of 3.
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The linear actuator can be found in figure B.22.

Figure B.22: The actuator used in the test equipment, for the linear actuator.

Microcontroller

A microcontroller is utilized to control the linear actuator and receive user input for what
to do. An Arduino Uno is chosen as an easy and quick way to control the prototype
electronics. The Arduino’s operating voltage is 5V, and the linear actuator’s operating
voltage is 12V. [Arduino, 2021] [Actuonix, 2021]

Therefore a relay shield is implemented to control the 12V signal using the Arduino.

An image of the Arduino can be found on figure B.23a and the Arduino with the relay
shield installed can be found on figure B.23b. The code implemented on the Arduino can
be found in appendix G.

(a) Arduino Uno.
(b) Arduino microcontroller with relay
shield installed on top.

Figure B.23

Power supply

For early testing of the electronic control system, a variable power supply is utilized. An
image of the variable power supply can be found in figure B.24.

Figure B.24: Variable power supply
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Release button

To give the microcontroller a user input to indicate when to drop the bottom slider, a
button is utilized. The button is connected to a cable to let personnel keep at least 1m
distance to the machine when the bottom slider is dropped onto the valve parts.

Figure B.25: The release button, used for initiating drop of the bottom slider.

Door switch

When the door is open, valve parts can be replaced by an operator. It is crucial
that the bottom slider is not accidentally dropped while an operator is replacing valve
parts.Therefore a switch is implemented to cut the power when the door is opened to
reduce the risk of activating the linear actuator when valve parts are reinstalled. To
mount the door switch, dedicated mounting parts are designed.

Figure B.26: Switch used for the door.

The following criteria must be featured by the parts used to mount the door switch.

• There must be access to screw terminals on switch, using a screwdriver.
• Must feature holes for M6 bolts, for mounting on aluminum profile.
• Conducting material must be isolated, and wires must be enclosed or isolated.
• Must feature a clamping mechanism to relieve stress directly on conductors on the

switch screw terminals, as seen in figure B.26.

All these features are obtained using a ’mounting plate’ and a ’cover’. The switch is
directly connected to the mounting plate using M3 bolts. When these are connected, there
is access to the screw terminals on the switch.

The cover can then be mounted on the mounting plate, also using M3 bolts. The cover
shields the conducting material on the screw terminals. The cables going to the switch
will also be held in place, as the cover is screwed on to the cables. Thereby stress directly
on the conducting material connected to the screw terminals is reduced.

The mounting plate can then be mounted on the aluminum profiles using M6 twist nuts.
Horizontal slots are used so the switch position can be adjusted during installation.
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The mounting parts are 3d printed using ABS, as the material is not conductive. The 3d
printed components can be found in figure B.27b.

The switch is installed as shown in figure B.27.

(a) The door switch installed on the test
equipment. With the cover.

(b) 3d printed components for door
switch holder.

Figure B.27

Shaft button

A button is implemented in the release shaft to send a signal to the microcontroller, so the
current for the linear actuator is turned off when the release shaft has reached its outer
position. An image of the installed shaft button can be found in figure B.28. To install
the shaft button on the release shaft, a 3d printed part is produced.

The soldered connection from the shaft button to the cables should be relieved from tension
to increase the connection’s lifetime. Furthermore, a cover should be made so an operator
cannot access the conducting material without using tools. These improvements are not
covered in this report.

Figure B.28: Shaft button installed.

B.5 Measuring Equipment

In chapter 2 it was decided to use a laser and an accelerometer to measure the force on
impact.

Also, the bottom slider’s mass must be known, and requirements for certain angles on the
equipment are specified. Therefore a scale and a device for measuring angles are also used.
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A figure displaying the various subsystems used as measuring equipment can be found in
figure B.29.

Measuring equipment

Laser Accelerometer Scale Angle

Figure B.29: Measuring equipment overview.

Laser

The laser is mounted directly on a laser mounting plate using bolts and spring washers. The
mounting plate is produced with more holes than used in this report, enabling mounting
of other laser models and various positioning for the laser. A technical drawing of the laser
holding plate can be found in appendix F.

The mounting plate is connected to an aluminum profile which is connected to the frame
structure using brackets. This configuration can be observed in figure B.30a.

(a) Laser mounted on equipment. (b) cDAQ-9171

Figure B.30

The laser used is a Sick DT20-P214B, which can measure in a range of 100mm to
600mm, and with a measuring frequency of 400Hz. [Sick, 2021a] To represent the distance
measured, the laser sends a current signal from 4mA to 20mA. [Sick, 2021a] To record this
signal from the laser, a DAQ system from national instruments is used. The electronics
to measure the current is found in figure B.30b. These electronics were not made as part
of this project but were readily available to use with the laser. The DAQ is programmed
using LabView. Calibration of the laser on the test equipment is found in section 5.1.

Accelerometer

The accelerometer found for this project is a DeltaTron accelerometer, type 4507 001 from
Brüel & Kjær. This accelerometer can measure up to 700g and has a frequency range of
0.1Hz to 6kHz. [Brüel & Kjær, 2020]

An image of the accelerometer can be found in figure B.31a.
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(a) Accelerometer mounted on bottom
slider.

(b) QuantumX MX840A, which can be used
for data acquisition from the accelerometer.

Figure B.31

For data acquisition using the accelerometer, a QuantumX MX840A can be used. An
image of the QuantumX can be found in figure B.31b.

Scale

As newton’s second law is used to find the force on impact, the dropped mass is also
important in getting a reliable result. A hanging scale is utilized to measure the bottom
slider’s mass, as shown in figure B.32b and B.32a. Using this scale, the bottom slider is
measured to weigh 9.15kg.

(a) Scale used to measure the
mass of the bottom slider,
installed in equipment.

(b) Scale used to measure the
mass of the bottom slider.

(c) Main piston on regular
scale.

Figure B.32

Various other components like the main piston are measured on a scale from Scale House,
as shown in figure B.32c.

Angle

In section 2.1 requirements for the test equipment were presented in table 2.2. Some
of these requirements were for certain angles to be within specified limits. To evaluate
the required angles of various components, these angles must be measured. Some of the
angles are specified relative to being vertical, and therefore a digital spirit level is desired.
A professional digital spirit level has not been available during this project. However,
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a mobile phone has been utilized to check whether the equipment’s specified angles are
acceptable. All specified angles were measured within the required limits.
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DFMEA Appendix C
This appendix includes a DFMEA used for design of the prototype drop test equipment
developed in this report. A Danfoss template has been used to create the DFMEA.

Some of the functions and requiements in the DFMEA are not mentioned in section 2.1.
This includes CE approval for the equipment, which is out of the scope of this report.
Also a function stating that the mass must be adjustable is part of the DFMEA. This
function also was not covered in section 2.1. The test equipment was designed in a manner
so additional weight blocks can be mounted on the bottom slider. Although additional
weight blocks has not been produced for the prototype during this project.
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Hold and release mass Hold a mass in a height storing 221J 

potential energy, while holding the 

mass still within 1mm.

The wire oscilates up and down The repeatability will decrease 7 The wire is not stiff enough Block lock rod implemented to hold 

the dropped mass in place before drop 

initation.

1 Visual inspection. 3 21

7 The wire is excited from lifting the 

mass

Steel wire is chosen 2 Visual inspection. 2 28

Release mechanism shall ensure the 

mass is in free fall within 10s from 

initiation.

The pullout pin is jammed, and unable 

to pull out

The mass can't be dropped, and the 

impact load cannot be applied

8 Insufficient pulling force Mathematical estimation has been 

made to describe friction

3 The actuator was tested during setup 

of equipment. Visual inspection.

1 24

8 Too high friction Mathematical estimation has been 

made to describe friction. An actuator 

has been choosen in acordance with 

the mathematical result. And material 

surrounding release pin is chosen to 

be brass for low friction.

3 Attempted during setup. 3 72 Add lubrication

Linear actuator overheated The linear actuator fail to operate. And 

the drop initiation cannot be started.

7 The actuator stalling. Implement button to sense if the 

release shaft is inserted.

2 10 140

Lift mass Lift a mass, to a height to store 221J 

in potential energy, from the bottom of 

the spindle.

System cannot lift 22,5kg The mass can't be lifted, and the test 

cannot be performed.

8 Poor gearing ratio External subdesign (hand cranck) 

specified to pull 365kg has been 

chosen.

3 Tested during setup. 3 72

8 Linear shafts not aligned propebly Tollerences for the bearings has been 

based on H7 fit from supplier. And 

alignement strategy aligned with 

supplier.

4 Tested during setup. 3 96 Compare theoretical 

position/accelleration to 

measured value.

Sufficient height cannot be achieved Reduced impact energy compared to 

desired level

6 Environmental limits. Mass is adjusted in acordance with 

height.

2 The allowed room height of the 

laboratory has been measured.

2 24

Measure height of mass before 

drop initiation

Minimum 68% of measured heights 

before drop initiation must be within +-

1% of total height from the average

The height of the mass is more/less 

than the required tolerance

The repeatability will decrease 5 Measuring device is shifted compared 

to what is expected

Block lock rod supports have been 

installed using foot rule.

4 Laser used to measure drop height, in 

laser range.

3 60

5 Bar blocks are shifted due to loading Block lock rod supports have been 

installed using foot rule.

4 Laser used to measure drop height, in 

laser range.

3 60

Fix weight in horizontal 

direction

The mass hit within a circle of radius 

2mm, centered on the main piston.

The 2mm limit is exceeded. The force is not directly in the 

direction of the spindle, as expected.

7 The dropped mass and valve is not 

aligned on installation

The point of impact is made using 

threaded round hammerhead. Where 

trigonometric estimation has been 

conducted to estimate radius of 

hammerhead.

5 Visual inspection. 5 175 A centermark on top of the 

impact interface on the 

valve can be made. When 

the linear shafts are 

installed the valve should 

be installed and aligned to 

the dropped mass.

The fixation ensures the mass falls 

vertically within  +-5 degree.

The machine is tilted If not detected this can lead to 

inacurracy of mathematical model

6 Machine legs are not adjustable, and 

not equal length.

Mathematical model has been made 

to estimate horisontal force, to 

estimate severity.

8 Mobile phone used to measure 

required angle.
3 144 Use professional angle 

measuring equipment.

6 Floor is not horisontal 10 Mobile phone used to measure 

required angle.
3 180 Implement adjustable feet

The linear shafts are bend or shifted The linear bearings get jammed, and 

the mass can't fall to the valve.

8 Too high horisontal load. Mathematical estimation on horisontal 

forces has been made.

5 Initial position of shaft blocks has 

been marked using a red marker.

4 160 Make repeatability test on 

prototype with max load.

Fixate valve Top of valve center must hit the 

dropped mass within a circle of radius 

2mm.

The fixation interface is bended, or 

broken

Leads to inaccuracy in mathematical 

model

5 The impact force is too high for the 

fixation

A static FEM simulation based on 

'spindle model'-force has been made.

2 10 100 Make calibration tool for 

impact interface.

The holes does not line up The tolerences was made in a way so 

mounting holes do not line up.

7 The valve can't be mounted An addition of uncertainties for 

mounting holes has been made, to 

ensure hole clearance.

3 The valve parts was successfully 

installed during test of prototype. 

2 42

Withstand impact force of 22.5kg from 

1m height

Fixture plate bend The machine collapse and may cause 

injuries or damage.

10 Fixture plate cannot withstand impact 

force 

Perform simulation of fixation 

interface, when choosing thickness of 

fixture plate.

3 10 300 Test equipment prototype 

for max allowed load.

Machine legs bend The machine collapse and may cause 

injuries or damage.

10 Buckling Structural estimation of machine legs 

has been conducted.

2 10 200

Vertical centerline of valve be parallel 

with the linear shafts within +-3 degree

Too high load on linear shafts no function of equipment, due to 

significant bending

7 Inaccuracies during assembly of linear 

shafts

Holes for shaft flange in fixture plate is 

slightly too large, to enable possible 

tolerance chain compensation.

5 Mobile phone used to measure 

required angle.

3 105 Use proffesional angle 

measuring device, to 

measure angle of linear 

shaft and valve parts
Lower accuracy, due to higher 

horisantol force component

5 Tolerance chain in design Holes for shaft flange in fixture plate is 

slightly too large, to enable possible 

tolerance chain compensation.

5 Mobile phone used to measure 

required angle.

3 75 Use proffesional angle 

measuring device, to 

measure angle of linear 

shaft and valve parts

Measure force on impact load Minimum 68% of the impact force 

measurements must be within +-10% 

from the average.

The weight of the dropped mass is not 

known sufficiently precise.

Valid system model cannot be made 

from test results

7 The mass was weighed on an 

uncallibrated scale, with insufficient 

accuracy.

A calibrated hanging scale was used. 3 Calibration certificate recieved 4 84

The peak force is not detected The impact force cannot be 

determined

8 Insufficient sampling time A rough mathematical model has been 

made

4 10 320 Compare accellerometer 

and laser measurements.
Minimum 68% of the height 

measurements after impact must be 

within +-0.5mm from the average.

The laser does not measure at 

sufficient accuracy.

Lower accuracy 5 The laser specifications is not 

examined probebly before usage.

Laser specification found. 3 Laser was calibrated using blocks of 

known height.

4 60 Examine response time 

further.

5 Too much measuring noise. Isolated cables are used. 5 Test performed, to check data for 

noise

3 75 Consider using digital filters

Dropped mass can be adjusted Resolution of  0.1kg Insufficient scale accuracy Valid system model cannot be made, 

due to lower accuracy.

6 Scale has not been calibrated Calibrated scale are used to weigh 

bottom slider

2 10 120 Optional: Mark weights with 

reference number And 

have them weighed. Evt. 

get certificate.

Drop mass with low friction Minimum 68% of the measured 

accellerations during free fall must be 

9.82m/s^2 +-10%

The friction is too high for the dropped 

mass to damage the valve 

components

Energy will disipate from the dropped 

mass, and less energy can be 

transmitted to the valve parts

4 Linear shafts are misaligned Shaft supplier has been contacted to 

ask for guidance on alignment.

4 Laser measurements compared to 

gravitational accelleration.

7 112

4 Linear shafts has been deformed due 

to overload.

A mathematical model has been used 

to choose bearing.

4 Line has been made around shaft 

blocks, to be able to detect if shaft 

blocks are shifted.

5 80

Measure moment on spindle Minimum 68% of measured moments 

for undamaged spindle must be within 

+-10% from average.

Torque-meter is not available The moment for turning the spindle 

cannot be determined.

6 Someone else is using the torque-

meter.

Collueges with acess to torque meter 

are contacted in advance of testing.

2 10 120

Torque-meter is not callibrated The moment for turning the spindle 

could be misleading.

6 The torque meter has been mistreated 

or dropped from a height.

The torque meter is normally stored in 

a protected enclosure.

2 10 120

Protect personel from danger Comply with CE The weight block is dropped while 

person is below the mass

Person injury or death. 10 CC Parts holding the mass breaks while 

personel is below the mass. Includes: 

handcranck, steel wire, pulleys, top 

plate, release pin, bolt holding mass, 

threaded rod on weight block.

Chose components specified for the 

required load with a safety factor 

included.

2 Several systems to block the mass 

from falling during part installation is 

implemented.

10 200 Implement service 

intervals, and specify ways 

to measure whether 

yielding has occurred.

10 CC Perform mathematical model on 

dropmass-holding parts not bought 

with a specification

2 10 200

10 CC Another person initiated drop while 

person was servicing equipment below 

weight block.

Door switch is implemented so 

electronics are powered off when the 

door is open. And mechanical 

shielding added.

2 10 200 Perform test in an 

environment where other 

people have access.

Personel lift more than allowed Person injury, maybe over time 10 CC Design is not made in an ergonomical 

way

Local recomendations on lifting has 

been reviewed.

4 10 400 Consider implementation fo 

lifting mechanicsm for 

valve part installation.
10 CC Personel use equipment in unintended 

way

10 10 1000 Observe how others use 

equipment.
Noise levels are exceeded Personel degrade hearing function 10 CC Vibrations from the impact 10 10 1000 Measure noise emitted 

from impact. If noise is over 

recommended limits, 

consider to use rubber feet.
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Process Flow Diagram D
This appendix includes a process flow diagram (PFD) for performing a drop test using
the prototype equipment developed during this report. An accellerometer is desired for
acquiring data on the accelleration, although it is not implemented in this PFD, as no
accelleromer was available during testing.

To create the PFD a Danfoss template has been used.
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1.1
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1.5
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2.5

2.6
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4.1

4.2

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

6.1
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Measure moment on spindle

6. Measure

The moment on the spindle is 
measured using a torque-meter, in 

acordance with test plan
Torque meter is not callibrated

Check and save laser accelleration data
It is checked that the laser has 

recorded data
The data acquisition equipment is turned off



Open door

5. Access impact room

The electric controls will be 
disconnected from power

Door switch is not deactivated

Adjust slider height
The slider is adjusted to height so 

work on the valve parts can be 
performed

Hand cranck is jammed

Install horizontal bar, below lower slider
The horisontal bar is placed to block 

the botton slider from falling
The horisontal bar is gone

Install safety chains
Safety chains block the bottom 

slider from falling
Spring in snaphook is broken



Start laser data acquisition

4. Initiate drop

The laser acquires data
The laser is not connected to data 

acquisition equipment

Press drop initiation button

The linear actuator will activate and 
pullout the release shaft, and the 
lower slider will fall onto the valve 

parts

The linear actuator does not deliver 
sufficient force



Remove safety chains

3.  Close impact room

Only the relase shaft stop lower 
slider from falling.

The spring in the snaphook is 
damaged

Close door Electronic controls are powered on. Door switch mount has been shifted

Unscrew M20 mounting bolts

2.  Replace valve parts

Valve fixture is free to move Bolt is broken and/or jammed

Take off valve fixture Insert machining is free to move Personel is fatigued and can't lift it

Take off insert machining
Insert machining does not cover 

main piston

Replace teflon seat, nut and/or spindle 
component (depending ondesired test)

New test specimen is implemented
Pilot piston cannot be turned 

manually by operator

Reinstall all valve components and tighten M20 
bolts

Valve parts are assembled and 
ready for testing.

Centerline of the valve parts exceed 
required angle relative to  lower 

slider fall motion.

Personel is fatigued and can't lift it

Bearing house, machined' 'cyllinder top, 
machined', 'main piston' and the parts in 

between are removed from the equipment.

Main piston can be handled away 
from test machine, on table or 

something alike

Operator can't lift specified valve 
parts.

Lift sliders, using hand crank The sliders are lifted Steel wire snaps

INPUTS &  MOVEMENT OPERATION STEP OUTPUT PICTURE POTENTIAL FAILURE MODES

Open door

1.  Access equipment

Switch turns off electronics.
Switch is not off and drop is initated 

by mistake.

Install horisontal bar The horisontal bar is stabilized
Horisontal bar is dropped by 

mistake in the attempt

Lower top slider to horisontal bar
Horisontal bar block downward 

movement
Hand cranck is not sufficiently 

lowered

Install safety chains, below lower slider
Safety chains block downward 

movement in case of other system 
failure

Snaphook is not locked and chain 
accidentally falls out of snap hook, 
while working on vave parts. While 

release mechanism also 
accidentally fails.



#Classified as Business



PFMEA E
This appendix includes a PFMEA for performing drop tests on the prototype equipment
developed in this report. The ’Reference’ field refers to the PFD in appendix D.

A Danfoss template was used for creating the PFMEA.
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1.1 Open door Door opens and 
electric switch 
disable 
electronics.

Switch is not off 
and drop is 
initated by 
mistake.

The weight block 
hit person. 
Person injury or 
death

9 Switch malfunction. A 
person trigger drop 
initiation button by 
mistake.

Implemented safety 
chains in top of 
machine.

3 10 27 270 Implement LED to 
show whether 
electronics are 
powered on.

1.2 Lift sliders, using 
hand crank

Sliders are lifted 
above desired 
position

Steel wire snaps Equipment 
damage, or 
person injury

10 Fatigue failure Hand cranck specified 
to pull 363kg has been 
chosen, while only 
22.5kg is expected in 
the equipment.

4 10 400 Perform fatigue 
analysis.

1.3 Install horisontal 
bar

Horisontal bar is 
placed on 
dedicated support 
structure, one in 
each side

Horisontal bar is 
dropped by 
mistake in the 
attempt

Extra time for 
test completion

2 Operator fatigue 10 The operator notice 
if he/she drops the 
bar

2 40

1.4 Lower top slider to 
horisontal bar

Slider static load 
is applied on 
horisontal bar, 
not steel wire

Hand cranck is 
not sufficiently 
lowered

Drop height may 
not be as 
expected. 
Effecting the 
measuring result

7 Operator has not been 
instructed to use  
equipment

Instruct personel who 
use the equipment.

2 Check if the steel 
wire is slightly lose 
when lowered on 
block lock rod.

2 28

1.5 Install safety 
chains, below 
lower slider

The snaphook 
must be locked.

Snaphook is not 
locked and chain 
accidentally falls 
out of snap hook, 
while working on 
vave parts. While 
release 
mechanism also 
accidentally fails.

Person injury 10 Snaphook locking 
mechanism is damaged.

Snap hook lock utilize 
spring-lock design, so 
it locks automatically.

2 10 200 Implement 
assesement of 
spring-lock on 
snaphook in a 
service manual in 
regular intervals.

2.1 Unscrew M20 
mounting bolts

All M20 bolts 
connected to 
valve fixture is 
removed

Bolt is broken 
and/or jammed

The valve parts 
cannot be 
unscrewed by 
hand and 
additional tools 
will be needed to 
get the valve 
parts 

3 Too high loads The first tests 
performed on the 
machine will be 
increased from a low 
height, to check how 
the machine performs.

3 The first tests 
performed on the 
machine will be 
increased from a 
low height, to check 
how the machine 
performs.

3 9 27 None

2.2 Take off valve 
fixture

Valve fixture is 
removed from the 
inside of the drop 
test machine

Personel is 
fatigued and can't 
lift it

Personell injury 
over time from 
lifting too much

9 The weight of parts 
exceed allowed amounts 
to be lifted.

local regulations on 
manual lifting are 
reviewed.

3 10 270

2.3 Take off insert 
machining

The insert 
machining is 
removed from the 
inside of the drop 
test machine

Personel is 
fatigued and can't 
lift it

Personell injury 
over time from 
lifting too much

9 The weight of parts 
exceed allowed amounts 
to be lifted.

local regulations on 
manual lifting are 
reviewed.

3 10 270

2.4 Bearing house, 
machined' 
'cyllinder top, 
machined', 'main 
piston' and the 
parts in between 
are removed from 
the equipment.

The specified 
parts are 
removed from the 
inside of the test 
machine. And 
placed on a 
workbench or 
similar.

Operator can't lift 
specified valve 
parts.

Valve parts can't 
be replaced, and 
new test 
specimens can't 
be mounted.

7 Weight of valve parts 
exceed regulation 
guidelines.

local regulations on 
manual lifting are 
reviewed.

4 If this is an issue it 
will be detected 
when dissassembly 
is attempted.

2 56

2.5 Replace teflon 
seat, nut and/or 
spindle 
component 
(depending 
ondesired test)

New specimens 
acording to 
desired test are 
replaced with a 
new specimen.

Pilot piston 
cannot be turned 
manually by 
operator

The teflon seat 
can't be 
changed. And 
some planned 
tests may not be 
possible.

7 High axial force required 
from compression spring, 
and simultanous torque.

An installation tool has 
been made to ease 
installation.

2 This will be detected 
on attempt.

2 28

2.6 Reinstall all valve 
components and 
tighten M20 bolts

Vertical centerline 
of valve be 
parallel with the 
linear shafts 
within +-3 degree

Centerline of the 
valve parts 
exceed required 
angle relative to  
lower slider fall 
motion.

Repeatability 
and accuracy 
will decrease.

6 Fixture plate has been 
deformed.

FEM simulation was 
made for fixture plate, 
before construction.

4 Phone has been 
used to measure 
angle on linear 
shafts and insert 
machining after 
assembly has been 
completed.

4 96

3.1 Remove safety 
chains

The safety chains 
will be moved 
outside the test 
machine.

The spring in the 
snaphook is 
damaged

It will take longer 
to take off 
chains.

3 Snaphook locking 
mechanism is damaged.

10 10 30 300 Implement 
assesement of 
spring-lock on 
snaphook in a 
service manual in 
regular intervals.

3.2 Close door The door is 
closed, and the 
electronics are 
turned on by the 
door switch

Door switch 
mount has been 
shifted

The electronics 
are not turned 
on, and the test 
cannot be 
started

7 Vibrations from impact 
loads has shifted the door 
switch.

Spring washers are 
used for mounting 
door switch holder.

5 If the door switch is 
not activated, the 
drop can't be 
initated. So if this is 
a problem during 
operation it is likely 
to be detected.

5 175 Implement LED 
showing whether 
electronic controls 
are powered on.

4.1 Start laser data 
acquisition

Record data for 
at least 10 
seconds. 100ms 
in start and end 
of measurements 
must be 
stationary.

The laser is not 
connected to data 
acquisition 
equipment

Data cannot be 
acquired and 
tests cannot be 
completed

7 Power loss in building 10 The operator check 
whether the data 
acquisition is turned 
on.

1 70 70 None
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4.2 Press drop 
initiation button

The button must 
be pressed so the 
drop is initiated 
and the impact 
occurs during the 
laser data 
acqusition.

The linear 
actuator does not 
deliver sufficient 
force

The drop cannot 
be initiated and 
tests cannot be 
performed.

7 The friction force from 
release shaft exceeds 
maximum force actuator 
can deliver.

Mathematical friction 
estimation has been 
completed, when 
equipment was 
designed.

3 On attempt this will 
be detected if it is an 
issue.

1 21

5.1 Open door The door switch 
must  be turned 
of to disable 
control 
electronics

Door switch is not 
deactivated

Drop initiation 
may be activated 
by mistake, 
causing potential 
personel injury.

9 Electronic switch is 
damaged and locked in 
the 'ON-position'.

10 The door button 
makes a click-sound 
on activation and 
deactivation.

6 90 540 Implement LED to 
show if electronic 
controls are on. And 
implement check of 
door switch in 
service manual.

5.2 Adjust slider 
height

The slider must 
be adjusted to a 
height so work 
can be done on 
valve parts

Hand cranck is 
jammed

Tests cannot be 
performed untill 
lifting 
mechanism is 
repaired.

6 Alien object has 
obstructed lifting 
mechanism gearing.

10 If the gears can't 
turn this will be 
detected on attempt.

1 60

5.3 Install horizontal 
bar, below lower 
slider

The horisontal 
bar must be 
placed in a 
manner 
obstructing the 
lower slider from 
falling

The horisontal 
bar is gone

No further test 
can be 
performed untill 
the bar is back.

5 Someone has used the 
bar for other purposes.

A label is written on 
the bar, displaying 
where it belongs.

3 Detection on 
attempt.

1 15

5.4 Install safety 
chains

A chain must be 
mounted in two 
top bolt eyes 
usign snaphooks. 
The snaphook 
springs must be 
locked.

Spring in 
snaphook is 
broken

The safety 
chains fall down, 
if this occur at 
the same time 
as other failure 
modes this can 
cause person 
injury.

9 Fatigue failure of spring in 
snap hook

10 The operatur must 
ensure spring 
function when 
mounting chains

1 90

6.1 Measure moment 
on spindle

Minimum 68% of 
measured 
moments for 
undamaged 
spindle must be 
within +-10% 
from average.

Torque meter is 
not callibrated

Results will be 
misleading

3 10 10 30 300 Ask for callibration 
certificate.

6.2 Check and save 
laser accelleration 
data

The laser data 
must be saved

The data 
acquisition 
equipment is 
turned off

Data is lost 6 Power loss in building Automatic save on 
datalog completion is 
implemented in 
Labview program.

5 The operator check 
whether the data is 
available

1 30

2
#Classified as Business



Technical Drawings F
This appendix includes technical drawings for the prototype test equipment.

A Danfoss template has been used for the drawings. Part of the template, by default, states
confidential property to Danfoss A/S. Authorization to include the drawings created in this
project has been granted.

Some of the information fields on the Danfoss template are not used. For example, the
fields for specifying material in different countries and the ECM number are not used.

An example of an information field on a drawing can be found in figure F.1 where some
of the fields are annotated.

Figure F.1: Annotations on various details on drawing information.

Many of the parts used are standard components from external suppliers. The part
numbers for such parts are specified by the supplier’s internal part number followed by the
supplier name. In one case, the supplier only specified an EAN number, and this was used
as the part number in the documentation.

External suppliers provided some of the CAD files used in the assembly drawings, and
permission for usage in this report has been granted. This includes:

• Linear bearings, shaft blocks, brackets, hinges, door handle, aluminum profiles, and
other accessories from Rollco. [Rollco, 2021b]

• Laser CAD model from SICK [Sick, 2021b]
• Actuator from Actuonix [Actuonix, 2021]

Also, a lot of CAD models for internal Danfoss components have been used. These
component part numbers are specified by an internal part number followed by ’-Danfoss’.
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Aalborg University

If the part number is a number between 1 and 30, it is a component designed or modified
specifically for the equipment. Technical drawings have been made for most of those parts.
Although some of the parts were 3d printed, and technical drawings have not been made
for those.

Part numbers for assembly drawings are specified by letters indicating the name of the
assembly, which is also the case in the example in figure F.1.

In addition to the assembly drawings there one part where the part numbers are letters
indicating the name of the part. This is the valve housing replacement. This part was
readily available at Danfoss during the project, although not related to a specific internal
part number.
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AR-AR ( 1 : 20 )

Parts List

DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

Fixture plate211

Hand crankEAN: 871847591909414

Top plate315

Safety plate regular side1726

Transverse rod holder19612

Shaft blockSHF40-Rollco413

Ø40mm 1689mm shaftW40 - Rollco215

Pulley10.35BR050-Certex221

Bolt eye640B1074-Danfoss
422

Spring washer for M81360668-Sanistaal11729

Spring washer for M10821942-Sanistaal433

Machine legSP8000N-0435-Rollco434

Long frame profileSP8000N-1690-Rollco435

BracketSZ0940N-Rollco636

Safety plate hand crank side16140

Block lock rod22142

M8 x 701020593-Sanistaal1653

M8 x 302972313-Sanistaal1456

Aluminium bracketSZ0985N-Rollco2369

M8 nut578351-Sanistaal3673

T-Nuts_ball-type_push-inSV2102V-Rollco5474

M8 x 201020437-Sanistaal4683

M6 twist nutSV2180N-Rollco1887

M6 x 121019702-Sanistaal2088

Spring washer for M6821926-Sanistaal3689

M10 nut578369-Sanistaal491

M12 x 404012701-Sanistaal492

Spring washer for M12821959-Sanistaal1693

M12 nut578377-Sanistaal894

M12 x 6010147557-Sanistaal
495

M6x302972271-Sanistaal897

M6 nut1074145-Sanistaal898

M8 x 40mm1020478-Sanistaal12100

 Bottom slider assembly1101

 
Top slider1102

 Door2103

 Laser holder1104
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Exploded view ( 1 : 8 )

AJ ( 1 : 2 )

AK ( 1 : 4 )

AU ( 1 : 4 )

AV ( 1 : 3 )

AJ

AK

Parts List

DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

Fixture plate211

Hand crankEAN: 871847591909414

Top plate315

Safety plate regular side
1726

Transverse rod holder19612

Shaft blockSHF40-Rollco413

Ø40mm 1689mm shaftW40 - Rollco215

Pulley10.35BR050-Certex221

Bolt eye640B1074-Danfoss
422

Spring washer for M81360668-Sanistaal11729

Spring washer for M10821942-Sanistaal433

Machine legSP8000N-0435-Rollco434

Long frame profileSP8000N-1690-Rollco435

BracketSZ0940N-Rollco636

Safety plate hand crank side16140

Block lock rod22142

M8 x 701020593-Sanistaal1653

M8 x 302972313-Sanistaal1456

Aluminium bracketSZ0985N-Rollco2369

M8 nut578351-Sanistaal3673

T-Nuts_ball-type_push-inSV2102V-Rollco5474

M8 x 201020437-Sanistaal4683

M6 twist nutSV2180N-Rollco1887

M6 x 121019702-Sanistaal2088

Spring washer for M6821926-Sanistaal3689

M10 nut578369-Sanistaal491

M12 x 404012701-Sanistaal492

Spring washer for M12821959-Sanistaal1693

M12 nut578377-Sanistaal894

M12 x 6010147557-Sanistaal
495

M6x302972271-Sanistaal897

M6 nut1074145-Sanistaal898

M8 x 40mm1020478-Sanistaal12100

 Bottom slider assembly1101

 
Top slider

1102

 Door2103

 Laser holder1104
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Parts List

DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

Flat hit block
1111

Bottom slider distance 

block

912

Ball bearingSBE40UU-ROLLCO23

Bottom slider lower 

plate

715

Round thread top 

release

1016

Spring washer for M81360668-Sanistaal47

M14 rod cut to length2518

M8 x 302972313-Sanistaal
49

M8x25 sunken bolt2991908025-Lemvigh 

Müller

410

Locking ring for bearings609321-Sanistaal411

M14 nut2904167-Sanistaal212

Spring washer for M14.1176957-Sanistaal213

Bottom slider upper 

plate

5114
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Parts List

DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

 SZ8012N-Rollco21

349 x 2090 x 4 mm 

polycarbonate plate 

clear

SA0104-Rollco12

Door top. M8 thread in 

each end.

SP4000N-0329-Rollco23

Door handleSZ8018S-Rollco14

Door side.SP4000N-2150-Rollco25

T-Nuts_ball-type_push-i

n

SV2102V-Rollco86

M8 x 40mm bolt1020478-Sanistaal47

End coverSZ0010S108

Aluminium profile for 

door mounting.

SP4000N-0200-Rollco39

M8x25 sunken bolt2991908025-Lemvigh

 Müller

410

M8 x 1210147529-Sanistaal411

Spring washer for M81360668-Sanistaal412
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Exploded view ( 1 : 10 )
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T ( 1 : 3 )
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Parts List

DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

Door switch797-2517 - RS 

components

11

Lower mounting plate for safety button2812

Upper mounting plate for door safety 

button

2713

M3 x 3010147509-Sanistaal610

M3 nut578328-Sanistaal611

Spring washer for M31176932-Sanistaal612
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Exploded view ( 1 : 1 )
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BracketSZ0970N-Rollco23

Laser holding plate 

for drop test 

machine

2114

M8 x 1210147529-Sanistaal25

Laser holder 

aluminium profile

SP4000N-0339-Rollco16

Spring washer for 

M8

1360668-Sanistaal27

Laser for distance 

measuring.

DT20-x214B - SICK18

T-Nuts_ball-type_p

ush-in

SV2102V-Rollco29

M4 nut
578336-Sanistaal210

M4 x 402972164-Sanistaal211

Spring washer for 

M4

1176940-Sanistaal412
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DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

Ball bearingSBE40UU-ROLLCO21

Bolt eye640B1074-Danfoss12

Top slider distance 

block

813

Linear actuatorL16-30-150-12-S - 

Actuonix

14

Vertical linear 

actuator holder

1325

Top slider lower 

plate

616

Top slider upper 

plate

417

Release shaft1218

Spring washer for 

M10

821942-Sanistaal39

Microswitch for 

release shaft

616-0041 - RS 

components

110

Switch holder30111

Locking ring for 

bearings

609321-Sanistaal
412

M8 x 251020437-Sanistaal413

Spring washer for 

M8

1360668-Sanistaal414

M4 x 402972164-Sanistaal115

M4 x 251018571-Sanistaal116

M4 nut578336-Sanistaal217

M2 x 20179-5690 - RS 

components

218

M2 nut248-4551 - RS 

components

219
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DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

Top cover
027H7671-Danfoss

11

Cyllinder, machined027H7620-Danfoss12

Cyllinder top, machined027H7621-Danfoss13

Main piston027H7619-Danfoss14

Bearing house, machined027H7622-Danfoss
15

Guide rod027H7618-Danfoss
16

Spindle027H7386-Danfoss17

Bearing640B1067-Danfoss18

Locking ring640B1076-Danfoss19

Adapter for ICAD027H0334-Danfoss110

Magnet yoke027H0376-Danfoss
111

Inner magnet cup
027H0339-Danfoss112

Magnet027H0338-Danfoss613

Magnet027H0337-Danfoss614

Bearing640L0412-Danfoss115

Clutch fork027H7389-Danfoss
116

Wave spring027H7380-Danfoss
117

Teflon ring027H7605-Danfoss118

O-ring1331+207-Danfoss119

Valve housing replacementValve housing 

replacement

120

Magnet cup
027H0180-Danfoss

121

Spindle anti rotation rod29122

Bottom flange ICAD 1200027H0443-Danfoss123

Bottom flange ICAD 1200 

metal ring

027H0458-Danfoss124

Anti rotation block18125

Threaded round hammerhead20126

PEEK nut027H7384 - Danfoss127

Nut lock with screws23128

Pilot for screw mount24129

Teflon seat027H7385-Danfoss
130

Spring washer for M41176940-Sanistaal231

M4 x 161018183-Sanistaal232

Ø4 x 14mm pin fastener2684819-Sanistaal233
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DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

PEEK nut027H7384 - Danfoss11

Nut lock with screws2312

Pilot for screw mount2413

Teflon seat027H7385-Danfoss14

Spring washer for M41176940-Sanistaal25

M4 x 161018183-Sanistaal26

Ø4 x 14mm pin fastener2684819-Sanistaal27
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Arduino Code for
Electronics Control G

1 int Shaft_button = 3; //The shaft button is read from this pin.
2
3 int shaft_button_state = 1; //Variable describing the state of the shaft button. If the variable

is 0 then the button is pressed.
4
5 int Release_button = 2; //Release button is read from pin 2. The release button is a button

for human interaction to initiate the drop.
6
7 int release_button_state = 1; //Variable describing the state of the button. If the variable is 0

the button is pressed.
8
9 int Relay_pin_3 = 7;//pin controlling relay 3.
10 int Relay_pin_1 = 4;//pin controlling relay 1.
11
12 int time_start = 0;//a variable used to control time.
13 int time_current = 0;//a variable used to control time.
14
15 int actuator_pull = 0; //variable describing whether the actuator is being pulled out. if the

variable is 1, the actuator is being pulled out.
16
17 void setup() {
18 Serial.begin(9600);
19 pinMode(Release_button, INPUT_PULLUP);
20 pinMode(Shaft_button, INPUT_PULLUP);
21 pinMode(Relay_pin_3, OUTPUT);
22 pinMode(Relay_pin_1, OUTPUT);
23 }
24
25 void loop() {
26 shaft_button_state = digitalRead(Shaft_button);
27 release_button_state = digitalRead(Release_button);
28 Serial.print(shaft_button_state);
29
30 if (shaft_button_state == 1) { //if the shaft putton is not pressed, then the actuator

is activated and extend the actuator.
31 digitalWrite(Relay_pin_1, LOW);
32 digitalWrite(Relay_pin_3, HIGH);
33 }
34
35 else { //else the actuator is in neutral mode.
36 digitalWrite(Relay_pin_1, LOW);
37 digitalWrite(Relay_pin_3, LOW);
38 }
39
40 if (release_button_state == 0) {
41 time_start = millis(); //the time at which the button was pressed is saved.
42
43 while (release_button_state == 0) { //while loop continously check whether the

button is pressed.
44
45 release_button_state = digitalRead(Release_button);
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46 time_current = millis();
47
48 if ((time_current - time_start) > 1000) { //if the button has been pressed longer than the

specified time, then the actuator is activated.
49 actuator_pull = 1;
50 digitalWrite(Relay_pin_1, HIGH);
51 digitalWrite(Relay_pin_3, LOW);
52 Serial.println("DROP initation activated");
53 }
54 }
55 }
56 }
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R Script for Generating
Number Line H

1 ### A script that generates a number line for selected energy levels from the prestudy ###
2 rm(list=ls())
3
4 #The heights noted in the prestudy were measured from the spindle chest. The dropped mass hit other

valve parts before reaching the spindle chest. Therefore the height from the spindle chest to
point of impact has to be subracted from the heights noted in the prestudy, when estimating
the released potential energy.

5 spindle_chest_to_impact_point=(222+30+12)*10^-3#[m] The height from the spindle chest to point of
impact. This value is based on CAD drawings of the test setup. The height of the main piston
was manually adjusted during the tests, so this height may have varied slightly. However this
is not covered further as the prestudy only serves to give a coarse idea of the energy levels
required to obtain certain failure modes.

6 g=9.82#[m/s^2] gravitational acceleration.
7
8 #The released potential energy is calculated.
9 No_peek_damage=5.5*(0.5-spindle_chest_to_impact_point)*g
10 Peek_damage=5.5*(1.5-spindle_chest_to_impact_point)*g
11 Cast_iron_damage=5.5*(1.25-spindle_chest_to_impact_point)*g
12 Cast_iron_max=16.5*(2-spindle_chest_to_impact_point)*g
13 Energy_levels=c(No_peek_damage,Cast_iron_damage,Peek_damage,Cast_iron_max)
14
15 #The released potential energy is plotted.
16 xlim=c(0,300)#limits for the x-axis.
17 ylim=c(0,50)#limits for the y-axis.
18
19 plot(NA,xlim=xlim,ylim=ylim,axes=F,xlab="Energy [J]")# a blank plot is initiated using the

specified x- and y-limits.
20 axis(1)#the x-axis is displayed.
21
22 points(Energy_levels,c(2,2,2,2),pch=19,col=c(’green’,’yellow’,’orange’,’red’),cex=2) #Energy levels

are plotted as points.
23 lines(c(No_peek_damage,221),c(10,10),col="blue")#required range is plotted.
24 points(c(No_peek_damage,221),c(10,10),pch="l",col="blue")#limits of required range is plotted.
25
26 legend(0,50,legend=c("PEEK nut, not damaged","Cast iron nut, spindle permanent bend","PEEK nut,

tearout","Cast iron nut, spindle beginning fracture","Required
range"),col=c(’green’,’yellow’,’orange’,’red’,’blue’),lty=c(0,0,0,0,1),pch
=c(19,19,19,19,NA),box.lty = c(0,0,0,0,1))#A legned is generated.
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Laser Callibration Script I
1 rm(list=ls())
2 ###data are loaded
3 Calibration_DATA_0mm_single=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg

Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/15 march laser
calibration/measuring_certificates_for_bachelor__and_laser_calibration/LabVIEW data
test_0mm_single.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

4 Calibration_DATA_2.49mm_single=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/15 march laser
calibration/measuring_certificates_for_bachelor__and_laser_calibration/LabVIEW data
test_2,49mm_single.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

5 Calibration_DATA_4.99mm_single=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/15 march laser
calibration/measuring_certificates_for_bachelor__and_laser_calibration/LabVIEW data
test_4,99mm_single.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

6 Calibration_DATA_20.14mm_single=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/15 march laser
calibration/measuring_certificates_for_bachelor__and_laser_calibration/LabVIEW data
test_20,14mm_single.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

7 Calibration_DATA_39.92mm_single=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/15 march laser
calibration/measuring_certificates_for_bachelor__and_laser_calibration/LabVIEW data
test_39,92mm_single.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

8 ###current data are loaded to variables.
9 Current0mm_single=Calibration_DATA_0mm_single$Current_1
10 Current2.49mm_single=Calibration_DATA_2.49mm_single$Current_1
11 Current4.99mm_single=Calibration_DATA_4.99mm_single$Current_1
12 Current20.14mm_single=Calibration_DATA_20.14mm_single$Current_1
13 Current39.92mm_single=Calibration_DATA_39.92mm_single$Current_1
14 ####list of distance values are made.
15 distance0mm_single=as.list(rep(0,length(Current0mm_single)))
16 distance2.49mm_single=as.list(rep(2.49,length(Current2.49mm_single)))
17 distance4.99mm_single=as.list(rep(4.99,length(Current4.99mm_single)))
18 distance20.14mm_single=as.list(rep(20.14,length(Current20.14mm_single)))
19 distance39.92mm_single=as.list(rep(39.92,length(Current39.92mm_single)))
20
21 #vector including various calibration heights.
22 distance=c(0,2.49,4.99,20.14,39.92)
23 #vector including mean current values for various heights.
24 currents_mean=c(mean(Current0mm_single),mean(Current2.49mm_single),mean(Current4.99mm_single),mean(Current20.14mm_single),mean(Current39.92mm_single))
25
26 #Histograms are plotted.
27 hist(Current0mm_single*10^3,xlab = "Current [mA]",main = "Histogram for current measurement

0mm",col = "red")
28 hist(Current2.49mm_single*10^3,xlab = "Current [mA]",main = "Histogram for current measurement

2.49mm",col = "red")
29 hist(Current4.99mm_single*10^3,xlab = "Current [mA]",main = "Histogram for current measurement",col

= "red")
30 hist(Current20.14mm_single*10^3,xlab = "Current [mA]",main = "Histogram for current

measurement",col = "red")
31 hist(Current39.92mm_single*10^3,xlab = "Current [mA]",main = "Histogram for current

measurement",col = "red")
32
33
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34 #mean currents vs heights are plotted.
35 plot(currents_mean,distance,xlab = "Current [A]",ylab = "Distance [mm]",col="red")
36
37 gg=c(1,2)#good guess for numerical optimization.
38
39 #least squares
40 ls_lin=function(k){ #least squares function for linear regression.
41 d_fun=k[1]*currents_mean+k[2] #linear equation that is fitted to the data.
42 sum((d_fun-distance)^2) #least squares expression.
43 }
44 ls_sol=optim(gg,ls_lin) #linear regression solution.
45 d=function(I){ls_sol$par[1]*I+ls_sol$par[2]} #the fitted equation.
46 lines(c(0,1),d(c(0,1))) #the linear fitted line is plotted.
47
48 #Coefficient of determination is determined. (R squared value). Source:

https://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/coefficient-of-determination-r-squared.html
49 SS_tot=sum((distance-mean(distance))^2)
50 SS_res=sum((distance-d(currents_mean))^2)
51 R_sq=1-(SS_res/SS_tot)
52 R_sq
53
54 ls_sol$par *10^-3 #conversion of found coefficients to meter, instead of millimeter.

Histograms Generated Using the Above Script
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Figure I.1: Histogram displaying measured currents when the lower slider was located at
0mm in the laser coordinate system.
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Figure I.2: Histogram displaying measured currents when the lower slider was located at
2.49mm in the laser coordinate system.
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Histogram for current measurement 4.99mm
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Figure I.3: Histogram displaying measured currents when the lower slider was located at
4.99mm in the laser coordinate system.
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Figure I.4: Histogram displaying measured currents when the lower slider was located at
20.14mm in the laser coordinate system.
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Figure I.5: Histogram displaying measured currents when the lower slider was located at
39.92mm in the laser coordinate system.
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Script for Free Fall
Parabola and S-curve J

1 #Version 4.
2 rm(list=ls())
3 ### This script is meant to analyse drop test laser data. Using a method where the free fall

range are found by examining whether the mean is outside of certain height-range. ###
4 #sqrt(sum((Distance-mean(Distance))^2)/(length(Distance)-1))#formula for standard deviation of

sample. Source: Elementr usikkerhedsberegning E. Winstrm-Olsen, Akademisk forlag 1967.
5 #sd(Distance)#command for standard deviation og sample. This gives the same as the above formula,

and this command will be used.
6
7 #measured data are loaded.
8 DATA_1=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg

Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_1.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

9 DATA_2=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_2.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

10 DATA_3=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_3.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

11 DATA_4=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_4.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

12 DATA_5=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_5.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

13 DATA_6=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_6.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

14 DATA_7=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_7.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

15 DATA_8=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_8.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

16 DATA_9=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_9.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

17 DATA_10=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_10.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

18 DATA_11=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_11.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

19
20
21
22 r_fun=function(DATA){ #Regression function. A function that fits an S-curve and free fall

parabola on input data.
23 Time=DATA$Time #time is defined from measured data.
24 Distance=30.5570964*DATA$Current-0.1897844 #distance using coefficients from calibration.
25 Drop_height_range=Distance[1:5000]#Sample of measurements where the bottom slider is lifted up
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ready for drop initiation.
26 Fallen_height_range=Distance[(length(Distance)-5000):length(Distance)]#Sample of measurements

where the bottom slider has been dropped.
27
28 #calculate standard deviation and mean for drop height.
29 SD_drop_height=sd(Drop_height_range)
30 mean_drop_height=mean(Drop_height_range)
31 #calculate standard deviation and mean for fallen height.
32 SD_fallen_height=sd(Fallen_height_range)
33 mean_fallen_height=mean(Fallen_height_range)
34 mean_fallen_height
35 #find the free fall start data point.
36 n=20
37 found=FALSE
38 while (found==FALSE) {
39 if(mean(Distance[(n-10):(n+10)]) < (mean_drop_height-SD_drop_height)){
40 Free_fall_start=n
41 found=TRUE
42 }
43 n=n+1
44 }
45 #find the datapoint after bottom slider has been dropped.
46 n=length(Distance)-20
47 found=FALSE
48 while (found==FALSE) {
49 if(mean(Distance[(n-10):(n+10)]) > (mean_fallen_height+SD_fallen_height)){
50 Free_fall_end=n
51 found=TRUE
52 }
53 n=n-1
54 }
55 #find datapoint to seperate free fall.
56 n=20
57 found=FALSE
58 while (found==FALSE) {
59 if(Distance[n] < ((-35.6+5)*10^-3)){
60 impact_point=n
61 found=TRUE
62 }
63 n=n+1
64 }
65
66 ### Regression using S-curve on all data ###
67 local_t=Time[(Free_fall_start):(Free_fall_end)]
68 local_y=Distance[(Free_fall_start):(Free_fall_end)]
69 LS_fun = function(k){#least_squares function. k is the constants found during optimization.
70 sum(((k[1]*tanh(k[2]*Time+k[3])+k[4]+k[5]*tanh(k[6]*Time+k[7])) - Distance)^2)#sigmoid on all

measurements.
71 #sum(((k[1]*local_t^3+k[2]*local_t^2+k[3]*local_t+k[4]) - local_y)^2) #polynomium
72 }
73 local_ig=c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0)#local initial guess.
74 for (i in 1:10) {
75 opt_res=optim(local_ig,LS_fun,method= "Nelder-Mead",control=list(maxit = 10000000))
76 local_ig=opt_res$par
77 }
78 lr=opt_res$par#local result of fitted parameters.
79 #lr=c(1,-1,-0.5,0)
80 fitted_function=function(t){
81 lr[1]*tanh(lr[2]*t+lr[3])+lr[4]+lr[5]*tanh(lr[6]*t+lr[7])
82 #lr[1]*t^3+lr[2]*t^2+lr[3]*t+lr[4]#polynomial
83 }
84
85 ### Regression of free fall range ###
86 local_t=Time[(Free_fall_start):(impact_point)]
87 local_y=Distance[(Free_fall_start):(impact_point)]
88 LS_fun = function(k){#least_squares function. k is the constants found during optimization.
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89 #sum(((k[1]*tanh(k[2]*Time+k[3])+k[4]+k[5]*tanh(k[6]*Time+k[7])) - Distance)^2)#sigmoid on all
measurements.

90 sum(((k[1]*local_t^2+k[2]*local_t+k[3]) - local_y)^2) #polynomium
91 }
92 local_ig=c(0,0,0)#local initial guess.
93 for (i in 1:10) {
94 opt_res=optim(local_ig,LS_fun,method= "Nelder-Mead",control=list(maxit = 10000000))
95 local_ig=opt_res$par
96 }
97 lr_free_fall=opt_res$par#local result of fitted parameters.
98 fitted_function_free_fall=function(t){
99 lr_free_fall[1]*t^2+lr_free_fall[2]*t+lr_free_fall[3]

100 }
101
102 ### Plot results ###
103 from=Free_fall_start-200
104 to=Free_fall_end+200
105
106 plot(Time[from:to],Distance[from:to],xlab="Time [s]",ylab = "Distance [m]")
107 grid()
108 lines(c(Time[Free_fall_start],Time[Free_fall_start]),c(-100,100),col="pink")
109 lines(c(Time[Free_fall_end],Time[Free_fall_end]),c(-100,100),col="pink")
110 lines(c(Time[impact_point],Time[impact_point]),c(-100,100),col="pink")
111 #lines(Time[Free_fall_start:Free_fall_end],fitted_function(Time[Free_fall_start:Free_fall_end]),col="blue")
112 lines(Time,fitted_function(Time),col="red")
113 lines(Time[Free_fall_start:impact_point],fitted_function_free_fall(Time[Free_fall_start:impact_point]),col="blue")
114 legend(Time[from],-0.03,legend = c("S-curve","Parabola","Release, impact point,

still"),col=c("red","blue","pink"),lty=1)
115 legend(Time[impact_point-400],mean_drop_height,c("Free fall accelleration from

parabola",round(2*lr_free_fall[1],digits = 1)))
116
117 fdot=function(t){
118 (fitted_function(t+0.000001)-fitted_function(t-0.000001))/(0.000001*2)
119 }
120 fdotdot=function(t){
121 (fdot(t+0.000001)-fdot(t-0.000001))/(0.000001*2)
122 }
123 plot(Time[from:to],fdotdot(Time[from:to]),col="white",xlab="Time [s]",ylab="Accelleration

[m/s^2]")
124 grid()
125 lines(c(Time[Free_fall_start],Time[Free_fall_start]),c(-100,100),col="pink")
126 lines(c(Time[Free_fall_end],Time[Free_fall_end]),c(-100,100),col="pink")
127 lines(c(Time[impact_point],Time[impact_point]),c(-100,100),col="pink")
128 lines(Time[from:to],fdotdot(Time[from:to]),col="red")
129 lines(c(Time[Free_fall_start],Time[impact_point]),c(2*lr_free_fall[1],2*lr_free_fall[1]),col="blue",lty="dashed")
130 legend(Time[from],15,legend = c("S-curve","Parabola","Release, impact point,

still"),col=c("red","blue","pink"),lty=1)
131
132 Max_acc=max(fdotdot(Time))#the maximum accelleration from the S-curve fit.
133
134 return_value=c(2*lr_free_fall[1],Max_acc)
135
136 return(return_value)
137
138 }
139
140 DATA_list=c(DATA_1,DATA_2,DATA_3,DATA_4,DATA_5,DATA_6,DATA_7,DATA_8,DATA_9,DATA_10,DATA_11)
141 g_list=c(0) #initiate list to store acceleration during free fall.
142 max_acc_list=c(0) #initiate list to store maximum acceleration found from S-curve.
143
144 #For loop to run regression on all the relevant dataset.
145 for (i in 1:10) {
146 returned=r_fun(DATA_list[(1+4*i):(4+4*i)])#each dataset for every measurement contains 4 columns.

DATA_list is a combination of many dataset. DATA_list[1:4] represent the very first
measurement done for the repeatability experiment, although the spindle was notlocked during
the first measurement and therefore it is neglegted.
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147 #returned=r_fun(DATA_list[i])
148 g_list[i]=returned[1]
149 max_acc_list[i]=returned[2]
150
151 }
152
153 g_list
154 max_acc_list
155
156 hist(max_acc_list,xlab="Accelleration [m/s^2]",main="Max accelleration from S-curve fit")
157 mean(max_acc_list)
158
159 hist(g_list,breaks = 10,xlab=’Accelleration [m/s^2]’,main="Accelleration, from free fall

parabola",col="red")#histogram of acceleration from free fall.
160 mean(g_list)#mean of acceleration during free fall.
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1
2 ### Repeatability of height. ###
3
4 #measured data are loaded.
5 DATA_1=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg

Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_1.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

6 DATA_2=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_2.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

7 DATA_3=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_3.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

8 DATA_4=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_4.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

9 DATA_5=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_5.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

10 DATA_6=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_6.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

11 DATA_7=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_7.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

12 DATA_8=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_8.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

13 DATA_9=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_9.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

14 DATA_10=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_10.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

15 DATA_11=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_11.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

16
17
18 #Distance_1=30.5570964*DATA_1$Current-0.1897844 #distance using coefficients from callibration.
19 Distance_2=30.5570964*DATA_2$Current-0.1897844
20 Distance_3=30.5570964*DATA_3$Current-0.1897844
21 Distance_4=30.5570964*DATA_4$Current-0.1897844
22 Distance_5=30.5570964*DATA_5$Current-0.1897844
23 Distance_6=30.5570964*DATA_6$Current-0.1897844
24 Distance_7=30.5570964*DATA_7$Current-0.1897844
25 Distance_8=30.5570964*DATA_8$Current-0.1897844
26 Distance_9=30.5570964*DATA_9$Current-0.1897844
27 Distance_10=30.5570964*DATA_10$Current-0.1897844
28 Distance_11=30.5570964*DATA_11$Current-0.1897844
29
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30 #Create function that ressembles a certain interval of measurements in all the relevant repetitions.
31 collected_function=function(interval){#function that combines repetitions to one list.
32 c(Distance_2[interval],Distance_3[interval],Distance_4[interval],Distance_5[interval],Distance_6[interval],Distance_7[interval],Distance_8[interval],Distance_9[interval],Distance_10[interval],Distance_11[interval])
33 }
34
35 collected_drop_height=10^3*collected_function(1:1000) #First 1000 distance datapoints from all

relevant repetitions.
36 collected_height_after_drop=10^3*collected_function((length(Distance_1)-1000):length(Distance_1))

#Last 1000 distance datapoints from all relevant repetitions.
37
38 #Plot histograms
39 hist(collected_drop_height,breaks=50,col=’red’,xlab="Distance [mm]",main="Histogram for stationary

slider on drop height")
40 hist(collected_height_after_drop,breaks=50,col=’red’,xlab="Distance [mm]",main="Histogram for

stationary slider after impact")
41
42 #Find sample standard deviation.
43 sd(collected_drop_height)#standard deviation
44 sd(collected_height_after_drop)#standard deviation
45
46 #Find drop height from measured values.
47 abs(mean(collected_height_after_drop))-abs(mean(collected_drop_height))#Difference between the

means to find the drop height.
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1 rm(list=ls())
2 ### v9 Local regression on multiple dataset, multiple l_rr ###
3 #measured data are loaded.
4 DATA_1=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg

Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_1.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

5 DATA_2=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_2.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

6 DATA_3=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_3.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

7 DATA_4=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_4.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

8 DATA_5=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_5.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

9 DATA_6=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_6.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

10 DATA_7=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_7.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

11 DATA_8=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/datafordroptest10_marts_400mm_height_bracket_to_bracket/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_8.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

12 DATA_9=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_9.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

13 DATA_10=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_10.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

14 DATA_11=read.table("C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/18_march_test_data_dampening_main/LabVIEW
data test_400mm_11.lvm",header=TRUE,dec=",")

15
16 #a function that performs local regression on the drop test input DATA and a given local regression

range.
17 local_regression_fun=function(DATA,l_rr){
18 Time=DATA$Time
19 Distance=30.5570964*DATA$Current-0.1897844#distance using coefficients from callibration.
20
21 sampling_frequency=10000#sampling frequency
22 Tp=1/sampling_frequency#sampling period
23 lr1_storage=c(0,0)#defines a list that later is expanded with stored fitted values.
24 lr2_storage=c(0,0)#defines a list that later is expanded with stored fitted values.
25 lr3_storage=c(0,0)#defines a list that later is expanded with stored fitted values.
26 distance_function_storage=c(0,0)#defines a list that later is expanded with stored values.
27 Rsq_local_storage=c(1,1)#defines a list that later is expanded with stored values.
28
29 Drop_height_range=Distance[1:5000]#Sample of measurements where the bottom slider is lifted up

ready for drop initiation.
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30 Fallen_height_range=Distance[(length(Distance)-5000):length(Distance)]#Sample of measurements
where the bottom slider has been dropped.

31
32 #calculate standard deviation and mean for drop height.
33 SD_drop_height=sd(Drop_height_range)
34 mean_drop_height=mean(Drop_height_range)
35 #calculate standard deviation and mean for fallen height.
36 SD_fallen_height=sd(Fallen_height_range)
37 mean_fallen_height=mean(Fallen_height_range)
38 mean_fallen_height
39
40 #find the free fall start data point.
41 n=20
42 found=FALSE
43 while (found==FALSE) {
44 if(mean(Distance[(n-10):(n+10)]) < (mean_drop_height-SD_drop_height)){
45 Free_fall_start=n
46 found=TRUE
47 }
48 n=n+1
49 }
50
51 #find the datapoint when after the bottom slider has been dropped.
52 n=length(Distance)-20
53 found=FALSE
54 while (found==FALSE) {
55 if(mean(Distance[(n-10):(n+10)]) > (mean_fallen_height+SD_fallen_height)){
56 Free_fall_end=n
57 found=TRUE
58 }
59 n=n-1
60 }
61
62
63 from=Free_fall_start-200#Defines start of interval where local regression is performed.
64 to=Free_fall_end+200#Defines end of interval where local regression is performed.
65
66 for (n in (from:to)) {
67 local_t=Time[(n-l_rr):(n+l_rr)]
68 local_y=Distance[(n-l_rr):(n+l_rr)]
69 LS_lin = function(k){ #least_squares function. k is the constants found

during optimization.
70 sum(((k[1]*local_t^2+k[2]*local_t+k[3]) - local_y)^2)
71 }
72
73 local_ig=c(5,0,-0.02)#local initial guess.
74 opt_res=optim(local_ig,LS_lin,method= "Nelder-Mead",control=list(maxit = 1000000))
75 lr=opt_res$par
76 for (j in 1:10) {
77 opt_res=optim(lr,LS_lin,method= "Nelder-Mead",control=list(maxit = 1000000))
78 lr=opt_res$par#local result of fitted parameters.
79 }
80
81
82 parabola_function=function(t){
83 lr[1]*t^2+lr[2]*t+lr[3]
84 }
85 SS_tot=sum((local_y-mean(local_y))^2)
86 SS_res=sum((local_y-parabola_function(local_t))^2)
87 Rsq_local_storage[n]=sum((parabola_function(local_t)-mean(local_y))^2)/sum((local_y-mean(local_y))^2)#http://www.r-tutor.com/elementary-statistics/simple-linear-regression/coefficient-determination
88
89 lr1_storage[n]=lr[1]#a
90 lr2_storage[n]=lr[2]#b
91 lr3_storage[n]=lr[3]#c
92 distance_function_storage[n]=parabola_function(n*Tp)
93
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94 }
95
96 #coefficient of determination in the range from:to.
97 Rsq_storage=sum((distance_function_storage[from:to]-mean(Distance[from:to]))^2)/sum((Distance[from:to]-mean(Distance[from:to]))^2)#http://www.r-tutor.com/elementary-statistics/simple-linear-regression/coefficient-determination
98 Max_Rsq_storage=max(Rsq_storage)
99

100 acc_lr=2*lr1_storage
101 Max_acc=max(acc_lr[from:to])
102
103 return_value=c(Max_Rsq_storage,Max_acc)
104 return(return_value)
105 }
106
107 DATA_list=c(DATA_1,DATA_2,DATA_3,DATA_4,DATA_5,DATA_6,DATA_7,DATA_8,DATA_9,DATA_10,DATA_11)
108
109 in_range_function=function(l_rr){
110 max_rsq_storage_list=c(0)#max coefficient of determination for every dataset,
111 max_acc_list=c(0)#max accelleration found.
112
113
114 for (i in 1:10) {
115 returned=local_regression_fun(DATA_list[(1+4*i):(4+4*i)],l_rr)#each dataset for every

measurement contains 4 columns. DATA_list is a combination of many dataset. DATA_list[1:4]
represent the very first measurement done for the repeatability experiment, although the
spindle was notlocked during the first measurement and therefore it is neglegted.

116 max_rsq_storage_list[i]=returned[1]
117 max_acc_list[i]=returned[2]
118
119 }
120
121 #hist(max_acc_list,breaks=5,xlab="Accelleration [m/s^2]",main="Max accelleration from local

regression",col="red")
122 #hist(max_rsq_storage_list)
123 #plot(max_rsq_storage_list)
124
125 amount_in_range=0
126 for (n in 1:length(max_acc_list)) {
127 if(max_acc_list[n]>(0.9*mean(max_acc_list)) & max_acc_list[n]<(1.1*mean(max_acc_list))){
128 amount_in_range=amount_in_range+1
129 }
130 }
131 percentage_within_range_return=(amount_in_range/length(max_acc_list))*100 #percentage within

limits.
132 standard_deviation_of_max_accelleration_return=sd(max_acc_list) #standard deviation of

accellerations.
133 return(c(percentage_within_range_return,standard_deviation_of_max_accelleration_return))
134 }
135
136
137 amount_in_range_list=c(0)
138 sd_acc_list=c(0)
139 examined_lrr_range=10:400 # the range of lrr examined.
140 for (i in examined_lrr_range) {
141 irf_returned=in_range_function(i) #in range function returned values. It returns a vector of

several values.
142 amount_in_range_list[i]=irf_returned[1]
143 sd_acc_list[i]=irf_returned[2]
144 print(i)
145 }
146
147 #results are plotted.
148 plot(examined_lrr_range,amount_in_range_list[examined_lrr_range],xlab=’Local regression

range’,ylab=’Percentage in required range’)
149 plot(examined_lrr_range,sd_acc_list[examined_lrr_range],xlab=’Local regression

range’,ylab=’Standard deviation of acceleration’)
150
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151 from_plot=50 #custom plotting intervals.
152 to_plot=400 #custom plotting intervals.
153 plot(from_plot:to_plot,amount_in_range_list[from_plot:to_plot],xlab=’Local regression

range’,ylab=’Percentage in required range’)
154 points(from_plot:to_plot,amount_in_range_list[from_plot:to_plot])
155 plot(from_plot:to_plot,sd_acc_list[from_plot:to_plot],xlab=’Local regression range’,ylab=’Peak

acceleation standard deviation [m/s^2]’)
156 grid()
157 points(from_plot:to_plot,sd_acc_list[from_plot:to_plot])
158
159 #Results are saved to file.
160 write(examined_lrr_range,file = "C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg

Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/saved_from_R/examined_lrr_range.txt",ncolumns
= 1)

161 write(amount_in_range_list,file = "C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/saved_from_R/amount_in_range_list.txt",ncolumns
= 1)

162 write(sd_acc_list,file = "C:/Users/danhe/OneDrive - Aalborg
Universitet/Praktik/Danfoss/forsog/Data_analysis/saved_from_R/sd_acc_list.txt",ncolumns = 1)
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Calibration Certificate M
This appendix includes a calibration certificate for a caliper used during this project. The
calibration certificate has been provided by Danfoss. An image of the caliper can be found
in figure M.1.

Figure M.1: Caliper used to measure height of blocks used in laser calibration.
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CERTIFICATE of CALIBRATION
for accredited calibration in accordance with DS/EN ISO/IEC 17025

under the Danish accreditation scheme, DANAK

This certificate provides traceability of measurement to recognised national or international standards. A Summary Test
Report may be issued only when it is clearly stated that it is a Summary and only if the full report is accessible to the
public, or if the Summary has been approved by Trescal A/S.

Page no.

Equipment

Manufacturer

Model

Equipment no.

Serial no.

Customer

Calibration performed by

Approved by

Date of cal.

Certificate no.

Trescal no.

Date

DD-MM-YYYY

DD-MM-YYYY

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Trescal A/S
Mads Clausens Vej 12
Postboks 126, DK-8600 Silkeborg

Tel.: +45 87 20 69 69
E-mail: dkinfo@trescal.com
CVR-nr. DK 15009535, Bank: 7170 107278-8

Primary Laboratory within AC Electricity
Danish Standards Laboratory AC and RF Quantities

DPLE Partner (Danish Primary Laboratory for Electricity)

19-02-2020

1/4

1Appendix :

Caliper, digital

Mitutoyo

0-150 mm

22 - 533923188465

Danfoss A/S

Albuen 29

6000 Kolding

10309434

18-02-2020

188465

f. Christian Hagelquist

Jens Martin Thomsen



Inner

Center

Outer

Cert. no. Page no.

Uncertainty The uncertainty is based on an estimated confidence probability of 95% (k=2), and includes the
uncertainties from the reference equipment and the unit under test according to EA-4/02.

::

:

22 - 533923 2/4

Calibration Place:

Danfoss A/S

Albuen 29

CALIBRATION OF CALIPER, DIGITAL, FORM: A, 0-150 mm (0.01 mm)

The calibration is made in accordance with calibration instruction no. CMC 5.04-0001
The calibration instruction is made on the basis of the Danish Standard DS 2012.

The caliper is checked in 3 positions on the large jaws and 1 position on the small
jaws, see figure below. Outside measurements are checked on gauge blocks and special
fixture for laserinterferometer.

The jaws for inside measurements are checked on ring gauges.

The Specifications are calculated in accordance to the Standard.

Equipment:

Reference equipment is listed on page 4.

Results:

Environmental Conditions.

Note: Text: Measured Value: Uncert.:

Temperature 25 ˚C ±1.5˚C
Relative Humidity 37 %RH ±5%RH



Cert. no. Page no.: :22 - 533923 3/4

Visual Control:

Free motion in the full range of measuring. OK.
Is the measuring head free of slack. OK.
Are the measuring faces free of dents or marks. OK.
Closed connection between the jaws, without gap. OK.

REMARK:

Outside measurement (Large jaws). (mm)

Reference: Inner: Error: Center: Error: Outer: Error: Uncert.: Spec.:

0.00 --- --- 0.00 0.00 --- --- ±0.02 0.02

12.90 12.90 0.00 12.90 0.00 12.90 0.00 ±0.02 0.02

41.40 --- --- 41.40 0.00 --- --- ±0.02 0.02

75.00 75.00 0.00 75.00 0.00 75.00 0.00 ±0.02 0.02

120.20 --- --- 120.20 0.00 --- --- ±0.02 0.02

150.00 149.98 -0.02 149.98 -0.02 149.98 -0.02 ±0.02 0.03

Inside measurement (Small jaws). (mm)

Reference: Inner: Error: Center: Error: Outer: Error: Uncert.: Spec.:

12.90 --- --- 12.89 -0.01 --- --- ±0.03 0.04

Depth measurement (mm)

Reference: Measured: Error: Uncert.: Spec.:

12.90 --- --- 12.90 0.00 --- --- ±0.03 0.04



REFERENCE EQUIPMENT USED FOR CALIBRATION

Cert. no. Page no.: :

DANAK (Danish Accreditation)

The Danish Accreditation and Metrology Fund - DANAK - is managing the Danish accreditation scheme based on a contract with the Danish Safety Technology Authority
under the Danish Ministry of Economics and Business Affairs who is responsible for the legislation on accreditation in Denmark.

The fundamental criteria for accreditation of calibration laboratories are described in DS/EN ISO/IEC 17025 ”General requirements for the competence of testing and
calibration laboratories”. DANAK uses guidance documents to clarify the requirements in the standards, where this is considered to be necessary. These will mainly be
drawn up by the ”European co-operation for Accreditation (EA)” or the ”International Laboratory Accreditation Co-operation (ILAC)” with a view to obtaining uniform
criteria for accreditation worldwide. In addition DANAK issues regulations with requirements for accreditation deriving from requirements in DS/EN ISO/IEC 17011 and
national statutory orders on accreditation, (for details see http://www.danak.dk).

22 - 533923 4/4

Trescal Id.: Reference Equipment: Calibrated:

402889 ETI Ltd, Temperature/Humidity Meter, 6002 01-03-2019

400643 , Gauge Block, 16 stk. 20-04-2018

401301 Setting Ring, 3-200 mm 13-04-2018



CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE:

APPENDIX

Equipment

Model

Equipment no.

Serial no.

Manufacturer

Date of Cal.

Cert. no.

Trescal no.

Page no.

DD-MM-YYYY

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

OWNERS SIGN.: DATE:

CALCULATIONS:

For instruments, that have a specification, the measured values are calulated as follows:

|NOM - MEAS| ≤ |Spec.|
Spec.: The specification for the function/range (Worst-Case).

NOM: Nominal Value.

MEAS: Measured Value during calibration.

1/1

Mitutoyo

188465

0-150 mm

Caliper, digital

10309434

18-02-2020

22 - 533923

188465

Without consideration of the measurement uncertainty.
All measured values are within the specifications.



FEM Analysis Expanded
Reports N

This appendix include automatically generated reports for FEM analysis of the fixture
plate and the round thread top release.
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Fixture plate FEM analysis 

Analyzed File: Fixture_plate_v01.ipt 

Autodesk Inventor Version: 2019.3 (Build 233278000, 278) 

Creation Date: 23-04-2021, 14:29 

Study Author: Daniel H. Johansen 

Summary: 

Fixture plate static FEM analysis, based on 

dynamic force from 1D spring mass 
model. Uddeholm UHB 11. 

 

 Project Info (iProperties) 

 Project 

Part Number 2 

 Physical 

Material Uddeholm UHB 11 

Density 7,73 g/cm^3 

Mass 48,6297 kg 

Area 512664 mm^2 

Volume 6291040 mm^3 

Center of Gravity 
x=0,0000000106284 mm 
y=16 mm 

z=0 mm 

Note: Physical values could be different from Physical values used by FEA reported below. 

 

 Static Analysis:1 

General objective and settings: 

Design Objective Single Point 

Study Type Static Analysis 

Last Modification Date 23-04-2021, 13:38 

Detect and Eliminate Rigid Body Modes No 

 

Mesh settings: 

Avg. Element Size (fraction of model diameter) 0,01 

Min. Element Size (fraction of avg. size) 0,02 

Grading Factor 1,5 

Max. Turn Angle 60 deg 

Create Curved Mesh Elements Yes 



 Material(s) 

Name Uddeholm UHB 11 

General 

Mass Density 7,73 g/cm^3 

Yield Strength 340 MPa 

Ultimate Tensile Strength 640 MPa 

Stress 

Young's Modulus 205 GPa 

Poisson's Ratio 0,3 ul 

Shear Modulus 78,8462 GPa 

Part Name(s) Fixture_plate_v01 

 Operating conditions 

 Static force, from dynamic 1D spring mass model 

Load Type Force 

Magnitude 97000,000 N 

Vector X 0,000 N 

Vector Y -97000,000 N 

Vector Z 0,000 N 

 Selected Face(s) 



 

 Fixed by machine legs and brackets 

Constraint Type Fixed Constraint 

 Selected Face(s) 



 

 Results 

  Reaction Force and Moment on Constraints 

Constraint Name 
Reaction Force Reaction Moment 

Magnitude Component (X,Y,Z) Magnitude Component (X,Y,Z) 

Fixed by machine legs and brackets 97000 N 

0 N 

0 N m 

0 N m 

97000 N 0 N m 

0 N 0 N m 

 Result Summary 

Name Minimum Maximum 

Volume 6291040 mm^3 

Mass 48,6297 kg 

Von Mises Stress 0,00526059 MPa 686 MPa 

1st Principal Stress -252,948 MPa 50,7522 MPa 

3rd Principal Stress -955,719 MPa 16,161 MPa 

Displacement 0 mm 0,0497054 mm 



Safety Factor 0,495627 ul 15 ul 

 Figures 

 Von Mises Stress 

 

 1st Principal Stress 



 

 3rd Principal Stress 



 

 Displacement 



 

 Safety Factor 



 

 

C:\Users\U382238\Danfoss\Impact test on ICM valve - General\Machine design drop 

test\CAD\Fixture_plate_v01.ipt 



Stress Analysis Report 

Analyzed File: Round_Thread_top_release.ipt 

Autodesk Inventor Version: 2019.3 (Build 233278000, 278) 

Creation Date: 31-03-2021, 09:28 

Study Author: Daniel H. Johansen 

Summary: 
A static stress analysis of round thread top 

release. 

 

 Project Info (iProperties) 

 Project 

Part Number 10 

 Physical 

Material S355 

Density 7,84999 g/cm^3 

Mass 0,189276 kg 

Area 7939,32 mm^2 

Volume 24111,6 mm^3 

Center of Gravity 

x=-0,000000000245929 mm 

y=24,8473 mm 
z=-0,00000000164366 mm 

Note: Physical values could be different from Physical values used by FEA reported below. 

 

 Static analysis, round thread top release  

General objective and settings: 

Design Objective Single Point 

Study Type Static Analysis 

Last Modification Date 31-03-2021, 09:22 

Detect and Eliminate Rigid Body Modes No 

 

Mesh settings: 

Avg. Element Size (fraction of model diameter) 0,01 

Min. Element Size (fraction of avg. size) 0,02 

Grading Factor 1,5 

Max. Turn Angle 60 deg 

Create Curved Mesh Elements Yes 



 Material(s) 

Name S355 

General 

Mass Density 7,84999 g/cm^3 

Yield Strength 355 MPa 

Ultimate Tensile Strength 470 MPa 

Stress 

Young's Modulus 210 GPa 

Poisson's Ratio 0,3 ul 

Shear Modulus 80,7692 GPa 

Part Name(s) Round_Thread_top_release 

 Operating conditions 

 Gravity from drop mass 

Load Type Force 

Magnitude 221,000 N 

Vector X 0,000 N 

Vector Y 221,000 N 

Vector Z 0,000 N 

 Selected Face(s) 



 

 Fixed Constraint:1 

Constraint Type Fixed Constraint 

 Selected Face(s) 



 

 Results 

  Reaction Force and Moment on Constraints 

Constraint Name 
Reaction Force Reaction Moment 

Magnitude Component (X,Y,Z) Magnitude Component (X,Y,Z) 

Fixed Constraint:1 221 N 

0 N 

1,768 N m 

1,768 N m 

-221 N 0 N m 

0 N 0 N m 

 Result Summary 

Name Minimum Maximum 



Volume 24111,6 mm^3 

Mass 0,189276 kg 

Von Mises Stress 0,000184415 MPa 2352 MPa 

1st Principal Stress -1019,92 MPa 212,724 MPa 

3rd Principal Stress -3038,45 MPa 15,4949 MPa 

Displacement 0 mm 0,00671899 mm 

Safety Factor 0,150936 ul 15 ul 

 Figures 

 Von Mises Stress 

 

 1st Principal Stress 



 

 3rd Principal Stress 



 

 Displacement 



 

 Safety Factor 



 

 

C:\Users\U382238\Danfoss\Impact test on ICM valve - General\Machine design drop 

test\CAD\Round_Thread_top_release.ipt 
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